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Abstract
Sparse matrix multiplication (SMM) is widely used in many vital scientific and engineering computations, such
as least-squares problems, eigenvalue problems, partial differential equations, and image reconstruction. However,
it is a very time-consuming process and the irregular structure of sparse matrices usually causes general-purpose
processors to perform poorly and to suffer cache misses severely. In this paper, we develop an SMM system based
on network-on-a-chip (NoC) technology to parallelize the needed computations. To facilitate the load balancing
and efficiency of packet distribution on the proposed SMM system, a method of mapping and partitioning a large
matrix onto the system is also proposed. In addition, the proposed SMM system is fully parameterizable so that
it has the maximum flexibility to meet the hardware resource available at hand. The proposed SMM system has
been verified with a variety of network sizes, including 2 × 2, 2 × 4, 4 × 4, 4 × 8, and 8 × 8, on a Xilinx Virtex
5 device (XC5VLX110T) operating at 100 MHz. A number of random and real-application matrices are used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed SMM system. In addition, the effects of network sizes, matrix sizes,
and sparsity on the system performance are considered. The results show that the proposed SMM system can
achieve up to 40× and 2× speedup over MicroBlaze and Intel processors, respectively. The proposed SMM system
is also realized with a TSMC 0.18 µm cell library. The core area of the 4 × 4 system is 1,986.5 µm × 1,985.4 µm,
equivalent to 259,026 gates. The average power consumption is 417 mW at the operating frequency of 166 MHz.
Keywords: Load balancing, mesh structure, NoC, parallel architecture, sparse matrix multiplication (SMM), SoC,
wormhole router

1

Introduction

According to Moore’s Law, the number of transistors that can be integrated on a chip would double every 18–24
months [11]. This makes it possible that the designer could put together a large number of IP blocks in a design.
These IP blocks can be CPU cores, GPU cores, I/O controllers, and so on. However, the shrinking feature size of
the deep-submicron technology makes interconnect delay and power consumption become the dominant factors of
modern systems [5].
Most system-on-a-chip (SoC) designers adopt point-to-point interconnection or an on-chip bus to integrate components into a desired system nowadays. Although the point-to-point interconnection achieves high transmission
performance, the cost of it grows exponentially with the number of IP blocks. In contrast, the bus-based architecture is widely used due to the advantages of lower complexity and small area. However, it suffers poor scalability,
especially, when the system complexity is greatly increased. More precisely, the bus-based system has the following
drawbacks which limit its widespread use in parallel computation. First, all components share the same bus to
transmit data, which limits the transmission bandwidth. Second, the latency of the arbitration mechanism increases
with the increasing number of connected components.
An efficient solution to the interconnection problem of a complex system is to embed the interconnection as a
micronetwork called a network-on-a-chip, denoted as an NoC. A system architecture based on an NoC has much
higher bandwidth than the architecture based on a bus since it has much larger number of concurrent transactions
that can be carried out through the NoC. Besides, NoC achieves high scalability, reusability, and flexibility, and
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hence, it is suitable for SoC applications. For these reasons, some research and commercial products of NoC have
been announced recently, including Intel 80-core TeraFLOPS [17], TILE-Gx [15], TILE64 [3], and ARM AMBA
Network Interconnect [1], showing a great development in this area.
In this paper, we demonstrate the design of an SMM system based on an NoC platform. SMM is widely used in
many essential scientific and engineering computations, such as least-squares problems, eigenvalue problems, partial
differential equations, and image reconstruction, even though it is a very time-consuming operation. Nevertheless,
the irregular structure of sparse matrices usually causes general-purpose processors to perform poorly and suffer
cache misses [16]. Fortunately, with the development of the NoC technology, we are able to accelerate multicore
applications and maximize the performance of parallel computation. Therefore, this paper aims to design a suitable
NoC platform for SMM.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first give a brief review of related work. Following
that, in Section 3, we introduce the basic concept of SMM. In Section 4, we describe the design of our NoC-based
platform and the implementation of the SMM system. The experimental results are presented in Section 5. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2

Related Work

Much research has been studied to improve the performance of SMM for general-purpose processors. In [10], the
technique of register blocking is proposed to increase the memory locality of SMM. In [20], Zhang et al. build a
specialized memory controller to decrease cache miss, but the performance of SMM is still closely related to the
sparsity of matrices. With the improvement of parallel computation, Intel and AMD multicore processors are also
used to improve the performance [18] of SMM, and some researchers even implement the SMM system on the CUDA
platform [4]. In [12] and [21], a reconfigurable design and a tree-based design on FPGAs are also proposed, but
the designs lack scalability severely. Even though a multiprocessor system-on-a-chip (MPSoC) architecture based on
OpenRISC processors has been proposed [19], the poor packet distribution in the network deteriorates its performance
significantly, and the area overhead of the system is very high.
In what follows, we first introduce how to effectively represent a sparse matrix with a compressed sparse row to
store the nonzero elements in contiguous memory locations. Next, we describe the NoC design for the proposed SMM
system, including routers, network interfaces, and processing elements. Then, we present an algorithm of matrix
mapping and partitioning to achieve the load balancing and the transmission efficiency of the network used in the
proposed SMM system.

3

Overview of Sparse Matrix Multiplication

The basic SMM operation can be expressed as follows:
y =A·x

(1)

where A is an n × n sparse matrix with nz nonzero elements; x and y are dense vectors of n × 1. We use aij to
denote the elements of A. Suppose that the operation of y = A · x is processed by a general-purpose processor, each
n
P
vector y is generated by the equation of yi =
(aij × xj ). Let Ri represent the number of nonzero elements in
j=0

row i. Then, the sequential SMM involves

i<n
P
i=0

(Ri − 1) addition operations and

i<n
P

(Ri ) multiplication operations.

i=0

From the above equation, we know that the processing time of general-purpose processors is proportional to nonzero
elements of matrices. Thus, the sequential SMM will consume a large amount of processing time for scientific and
engineering matrices with millions of nonzero elements. Moreover, because the irregularity of memory accesses causes
large numbers of cache misses in the hierarchical memory system of modern computers, the performance of SMM is
rather poor in general-purpose systems.
In addition, the traditional data structure for a matrix is a two-dimensional array. Each element aij in the array
can be accessed by two indices i and j. To store an m × n matrix, an enough memory space is needed. To save
memory space, the storage format of sparse matrices should be designed with care. To achieve this, a data structure,
called the compressed sparse row (CSR) [2] format, is proposed to store nonzero elements in contiguous memory
locations. Nowadays, the CSR format has become the most common storage format for sparse matrices. In the CSR
format, there are three vectors: val for nonzero elements, col for the column indices of the nonzero elements, and
ptr for storing the locations in the val vector that start a row.
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As an illustration, consider the following 5 × 5 sparse

0 0
 2 0

A=
 0 7
 6 0
0 0
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matrix:
5
0
0
9
3

3
0
1
0
2

0
4
0
7
0








(2)

The data structure of CSR can be represented by Table 1.
Table 1: The CSR representation of the 5 × 5 sparse matrix of Equation (2)
val
col
ptr

5
2
0

3
3
2

2
0
4

4
4
6

7
1
9

1
3

6
0

9
2

7
4

3
2

2
3

By subtracting consecutive elements of the ptr vector, a new vector len can be generated. len represents the
number of nonzeros elements in each row, and this vector can be used to determine whether the accumulation
operation is finished in practice. Note that the last element in the len vector is calculated using nz − ptr(n − 1). For
our example, the len vector is
len

2

2

2

3

2

In this paper, the CSR format is adopted in the entire system for storing matrices.
A basic CSR-based implementation of y = A · x is shown in Algorithm 1. From this algorithm, we can observe
that the performance is dominated by the irregular and indirect memory access of vector x.
Algorithm 1 SMM with the CSR scheme
1: for i = 0 to m − 1 do
2:
y0 ← 0;
3:
for k = ptr[i] to ptr[i + 1] − 1 do
4:
j ← col[k];
5:
y0 ← y0 + val[k] × x[j];
6:
end for
7:
y[i] ← y0;
8: end for

4
4.1

NoC-Based System Design
Architecture

Since the mesh network may achieve high scalability and flexibility as compared with other network topologies, such
as the ring network and butterfly network [6], it has become the most popular topology in MPSoC applications [14].
For this reason, we employ it to construct our proposed SMM system, as shown in Figure 1. In the proposed SMM
system, a router is associated with each processing element (PE) directly so that they can be easily designed as a
module of the mesh network.
The proposed SMM system consists of three parts: routers, network interfaces (NIs), and processing elements
(PEs). Routers are responsible for delivering the packets in the mesh network and hence the transmission performance
of the proposed SMM system is highly dependent on the router design. The NI between routers and PEs acts as a
bridge with a function to compose packets into data or to decompose data into packets. PEs are the computational
components of the proposed SMM system, with each consisting of an ALU (arithmetic and logic unit) and a register
block. Because of a large amount of addition and accumulation computations required by SMM, all PEs in the
proposed SMM system are designed in a way such that matrix elements are processed in parallel in order to reduce
the processing time. All of matrix elements are distributed by a mapping algorithm so that the load of the mesh
network and hence the system is balanced. For large sparse matrices, they can be realized by a partitioning algorithm.
In addition, the architecture of the proposed SMM system, can be adjusted to any M × N network as long as
M = 2, 4 . . . , 2k (k ∈ N), and N = 2, 4 . . . , 2k (k ∈ N). Based on this, the effects of the number of PEs on the
performance can be easily analyzed.
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R
NI

NI

PE

PE

PE

(0, 0)

(1, 0)

(2, 0)

R: Router
NI: Network Interface
PE: Processing Element

Figure 1: NoC-based architecture for SMM

4.2

Routers

Routers play an important role in the NoC infrastructure of the proposed SMM system. However, hardware overheads
and power consumption are the two essential criteria needed to take into account in FPGA design. To shorten the
latency of packet transmission and lower the cost of the proposed SMM system, the wormhole flow control is used to
realize the router. Compared with other packet flow control methods, such as store-and-forward, virtual cut-through,
and virtual channel [6, 13], wormhole flow control not only reduces the buffer size but also achieves high performance
because of the inherent flit and pipeline technique associated with it. The architecture of each wormhole router in
the proposed SMM system is shown in Figure 2, which has 5 input and output ports.
Allocator
Routing Unit

Flit_ N

FIFO

Flit_ N

Flit_E

Flit_E

Flit_S

Flit_S

Flit_W

Flit_W
Routing Unit

Flit_PE

FIFO

Crossbar

Flit_PE

Figure 2: The architecture of each wormhole router

Each router can be divided into three parts: input units, allocators, and the crossbar. The input unit comprises
a FIFO buffer and a routing unit. Once packets enter a router, they are stored in the FIFO buffer of the router and
then delivered to the routing unit. The routing unit is implemented using the XY routing algorithm, because it is a
deadlock-free, low-cost, low-latency, and minimal-path routing algorithm. The XY routing algorithm determines the
path from a source node to a destination node. Although the non-adaptive XY routing may suffer from the network
congestion in non-uniform traffic patterns [9], it cannot cause a big problem in our proposed SMM system because
the packets are distributed uniformly. Besides, the turn model [8] can prove that the XY routing has no cyclic loops
and hence it is deadlock-free. The details of the XY routing algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2. As an example, if a
packet is sent from (1, 1) to (3, 3) in a 4 × 4 mesh, the selected path will be (1, 1) → (2, 1) → (3, 1) → (3, 2) → (3, 3).
The arbiter is another crucial component in the router. An arbiter assigns a single resource to one of a group
of requesters, while an allocator performs a match between a group of resources and a group of requesters. In this
paper, several round-robin arbiters are used to build an allocator due to the low area overhead and strong fairness,
as compared with other arbiters, such as fixed-priority arbiters, matrix arbiters, queueing arbiters [6], and so on.
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flit at the head of FIFO buffer
is not a head flit

no flit

IDLE

RC

no available buffer
space for next router

allocation fail

SA
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allocation
success

ST

flit at the head of
FIFO buffer is a
head flit

RC: Routing Computation
SA: Switch Allocation
ST: Switch Traverse

next flit at the head of FIFO
buffer is not a head flit
next flit at the head of FIFO
buffer is a head flit
no next flit at the head of
FIFO buffer

Figure 3: The state diagram of a 3-stage pipeline router
Algorithm 2 XY Routing Algorithm
1: (c0 , c1 ): current node;
2: (d0 , d1 ): destination node;
3: dest port: output port of the router;
4: if d0 − c0 > 0 then
5:
dest port ← EAST ;
6: else if d0 − c0 < 0 then
7:
dest port ← W EST ;
8: else
9:
if d1 − c1 > 0 then
10:
dest port ← N ORT H;
11:
else if d1 − c1 < 0 then
12:
dest port ← SOU T H;
13:
else
14:
dest port ← P E;
15:
end if
16: end if

The round-robin arbiter’s operation is that a request has the lowest priority on the next round of arbitration if it was
just served. In the crossbar design, it is accomplished by multiple multiplexers and can receive the control signals
from the allocator. The 5 × 5 crossbar is able to switch channels between routers and deliver packets.
To improve the performance of transmission, the router is implemented by a 3-stage pipeline, including routing
computation (RC), switch allocation (SA), and switch traverse (ST). RC represents the routing computation of the
input unit. SA represents the switch allocation of the allocator. Finally, ST represents the process that a packet
traverses from the current router to the next-stage router. The state diagram of the 3-stage pipeline router is shown
in Figure 3. Suppose that the 3-flit packet has no contention and only 5 clock cycles are needed to traverse the
packet in the router.

4.3

Packet Formats

The packet of the XY routing algorithm, also a distributed routing algorithm, contains the information of a destination
address and payload. However, the packet in our wormhole router is partitioned into a number of flits, with each
consisting of a head flit, a number of body flits, and a tail flit as shown in Figure 4. The head flit contains the
information of the destination address. The body and tail flits contain the payload part. Depending on the data
width generated by the PE, the number of body flits may be different, generally, ranging from 2 to 4.
To let the PE function correctly, it is important to define the packet format. Let us take a 4 × 4 network as an
example. For saving the space of FIFO buffers, each flit merely contains 10 bits. The two most significant bits of
each flit are defined as the flit type, which determines the sequence of flits that follow. The head flit as shown in
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Head flit

Destination address

Body flit

Payload

Tail flit

Payload

58

Reserved

Figure 4: The packet format of the wormhole router

Table 2 contains the destination address, the register index of PEs, and the operation code (OPcode). The register
index of PEs specifies the register to be used, and the OPcode defines the function of the packet to be performed by
the PE. The detailed functions of packets will be discussed later.

Bit
9-8
7-6
5-4
3-2
1-0

Table 2: Definition of the head flit
Definition
flit type = 11
x-coordinate of destination address
y-coordinate of destination address
index of registers in PE
OPcode: INIT=01, MUL=10, ACC=11

Tables 3 and 4 define the payload of body and tail flits, according to the OPcode of the packet. The contents
of both body and tail flits can be read from the CSR-based memory which stores matrices and vectors. Three
OPcodes are defined to represent different functions: initialization (INIT), multiplication (MUL), and accumulation
(ACC). The function of INIT is to initialize the registers in PEs for the operations of MUL and ACC. The other two
functions, MUL and ACC, represent the operations of multiplication and accumulation, respectively.
Table 3: Definition of body flits
Bit
9-8
7-0

Bit
9-8
7-0

4.4

INIT
flit type = 10
value of vector

MUL
flit type = 10
nonzero value of matrix

ACC
flit type = 10
value of product

Table 4: Definition of tail flit
INIT
MUL
flit type = 01
flit type = 01
Len value each row row index of nonzero value

ACC
flit type = 01
value of product

Network Interfaces

Routers perform packet exchanges whereas PEs are responsible for carrying out desired computations. The bridge
between them is the network interface. In accordance with the direction of data flow, the NI can be further divided
into the packet-to-data interface and the data-to-packet interface, as shown in Figure 5. In most cases, the data
width in PEs is larger than the flit width in routers. As a consequence, there is a need to convert data into flits and
vice versa. As shown in Figure 6, the conversion is very simple and can be accomplished by a shift register. The NI
also checks the status of routers and PEs, such as the buffer space, before delivering data or packets. The design of
NIs decouples the system complexity and achieves high reusability.
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Packets

Network Interface
(packet-to-data)
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Data

ALU and storage
element

Packets

Network Interface
(data-to-packet)

Data

Figure 5: Network interfaces of packet-to-data and data-to-packet

Shift right
n-1

n-2

0

n-2

0

N-bit data
Data register
n-1
Flit type

Payload
Flit register

Figure 6: Conversion of data and flits
Vec(i)
Len(i)
Index

Registers
Len(i) Control
Unit

Vec(i)

From
NI

Flag
Row_index
Product(i)

×

to NI

Val(i)
y(i)
Multiplier

y(i)
Product(i)
Adder

Figure 7: The processing element

4.5

Processing Elements

The architecture of each PE is shown in Figure 7. It consists of a multiplier, an adder, a number of registers, and a
control unit. In our design, matrix A and vector x are stored initially in external memory based on the CSR format,
and then are packeted and distributed to each node of the network by the mapping algorithm. After receiving the
data generated by NIs, each PE is able to process the data in the corresponding mode.
Each PE supports three different modes: INIT, MUL, and ACC. In the INIT mode, PE(i) stores the elements of
vec(i) and len(i) in its registers, where vec(i) is the portion of the multiplicand vector (x) stored in the packet. In
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our design, each PE in the network has the same number of registers for storing small parts of matrices and vectors.
In the MUL mode, the multiplier reads a nonzero element val from the NI and finds the corresponding element of
vector x in local registers using the column index of val as the address. It then multiplies these two elements together
and delivers the result to the network. Besides, the width of each multiplier can be set to 16 bits, 32 bits, or 64 bits.
In the ACC mode, PE(i) accumulates all nonzero elements of the matrix in a row after multiplication. Each time
once an element is accumulated, the control unit decreases the value of len by 1. When len becomes zero, the final
result of y is yielded and ready to be read. The detailed operations of each PE is illustrated in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Operations of Each Processing Element
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

read head f lit;
i ← index of registers;
mode ← OPcode;
read body and tail f lit;
if mode = INIT then
store vec(i) to registers;
store len(i) to registers;
else if mode = MUL then
read val(i) and vec(i) from registers;
read row index;//row index of nonzero element val
compute product(i) ← val(i) × vec(i);
send a packet with product(i) to PE with the address of row index;
else if mode = ACC then
read product(i);
compute y(i) ← y(i) + product(i);
compute len(i) ← len(i) − 1;
if len(i) = 0 then
f lag(i) ← 1;
end if
end if

4.6

Partition and Mapping of Matrices

The total number of PEs determines the network size. However, a sparse matrix for scientific and engineering usually
contains millions of nonzero elements. To tackle the multiplication of such matrices with a limited-size network, the
matrix in question must be partitioned and its elements are distributed through the network using an efficient
partitioning and mapping algorithm in order to maximize the performance of the system.
Since the registers in each PE can only store at most four y(i) values due to the limitation of packet formats, the
maximum matrix size can be directly processed by a fixed-size network is limited. For 2 × 2 to 8 × 8 networks, the
maximum matrix sizes that can be processed directly are shown in Table 5. As a matrix with a size exceeds the
maximum size of the underlying network, the matrix must be partitioned into blocks by the partitioning algorithm.
These blocks are then processed one by one by the proposed SMM system.
Table 5: Maximum matrix sizes that can be processed in different network sizes
Network Size
Matrix Size

2×2
16 × 16

2×4
32 × 32

4×4
64 × 64

4×8
128 × 128

8×8
256 × 256

As described, in the proposed SMM system the computation of SMM is composed of three steps: initialization,
multiplication, and accumulation. By loading the information of addresses, register indices, and the payload from
external memory, packets can be forwarded in the network. The detailed operations of the mapping procedure of
packets are illustrated in Algorithm 4. In the initialization step, the address and the index of registers are closely
related to the vec index and the number of network nodes (M × N ). Since M and N are the integer multiples of 2,
the values can be readily obtained from their binary representations. After storing the values of vec and len in the
payload field, the packets are ready to be delivered.
In the multiplication and accumulation steps, the packets are generated in a similar way as in the initialization
step except that the address and the index of registers are calculated by the column indices and row indices of val.
The payload fields for the multiplication and accumulation steps contain both val and product. Once the values of
vec are stored in the packets in the initialization step, these values can be reused to multiply and accumulate a large
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Table 6: Synthesis results of Xilinx Virtex 5 (XC5VLX110T) with different network sizes
Network Size
2×2

2×4

4×4

4×8

8×8

Slice Logic Utilization
Slice Registers
Slice LUTs
Occupied Slices
Slice Registers
Slice LUTs
Occupied Slices
Slice Registers
Slice LUTs
Occupied Slices
Slice Registers
Slice LUTs
Occupied Slices
Slice Registers
Slice LUTs
Occupied Slices

Used
1,220
2,232
903
2,527
5,047
1,843
5,324
11,251
4,268
14,124
28,586
10,565
28,776
56,756
16,495

Available
69,120
69,120
17,280
69,120
69,120
17,280
69,120
69,120
17,280
69,120
69,120
17,280
69,120
69,120
17,280

Utilization
1%
3%
5%
3%
7%
10%
7%
16%
24%
20%
41%
61%
41%
82%
95%

number of nonzero elements of a matrix. Thus, the time needed in loading data from external memory is reduced
dramatically.
Algorithm 4 Mapping of SMM
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

//Assume the network size is M × N ,
//and the matrix size is k × k with nz nonzeros;
//Initialization;
for i = 0 to i = k − 1 do
address ← (i mod (M × N ) mod M, i mod (M × N )/M );
register index ← i/(M × N );
payload ← vec(i) and len(i);
send a packet with INIT function;
end for
//Multiplication;
for i = 0 to nz − 1 do
address ← (col(i) mod (M × N ) mod M, col(i) mod (M × N )/M );
register index ← col(i)/(M × N );
payload ← val(i) and row index;
send a packet with MUL function;
end for
//Accumulation;
for each PE (in parallel) do
address ← (row index mod (M × N ) mod M, row index mod (M × N )/M );
register index ← row index/(M × N );
payload ← product;
send a packet with ACC function;
end for

The SMM of a large matrix can be accomplished by the partitioning algorithm. Suppose that if the maximum
matrix size that can be processed by a particular network is b × b, then an n × n matrix can be partitioned into dn/be
blocks, as shown in Figure 8, with each block having a size of b × b. Similarly, the n × 1 vector is also partitioned into
dn/be blocks, with each block having a size of b × 1. Based on this partition, the multiplication is then performed on
each matrix block with the corresponding vector block. Because most elements of the matrix are zeros, it is possible
that some blocks contain no nonzero elements. In such a case, the computation time might be reduced significantly.

5

Experiments and Results

To verify the functionality and estimate the performance of the proposed SMM system, the proposed SMM system was designed and modeled in Verilog HDL, which is in turn implemented by a target device, Xilinx Virtex 5
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Figure 8: Partition of a large matrix

(XC5VLX110T, manufactured with 65-nm copper CMOS process technology), containing 69,120 slices. Within the
FPGA device, an embedded memory module is used to store matrices and vectors. The system flow chart of the
proposed SMM system is shown in Figure 9. At the beginning, the memory module keeps injecting packets with
matrix and vector elements into the proposed SMM system if the buffer is not full yet. Meanwhile, the proposed
SMM system starts performing the SMM. After the SMM process is done, the data in the registers of PE(i) can be
verified and the performance of the proposed SMM system can be measured.
Reset

Yes

Idle

NoC process

Buffer is
full?

Ready?

No
Read data memory
and send packets

No

Yes
Read data from
registers of NoC
Done

Figure 9: System flow chart of proposed SMM system

The synthesis results of Xilinx Virtex 5 (XC5VLX110T) with different network sizes are shown in Table 6. Because
of the limitation of FPGA resources, the maximum network size of our design is limited to 8 × 8. As we can see, the
slice utilization is 5% in the 2 × 2 network but increases to 95% in the 8 × 8 network. From the results, we can realize
that the number of slices required in different network sizes grows in a factor linearly proportional to the number of
network nodes approximately.
To estimate the performance of the proposed SMM system, two types of test profiles of sparse matrices are
employed. The first type of test profiles is called random matrices that can be generated by the C++ standard
rand() function. By changing the probability of the random function, different properties of random matrices can be
created. The second type of test profiles called real-application matrices is available from the University of Florida
Sparse Matrix Collection [7], including various engineering and scientific applications, such as 2D/3D problems,
combinatorial problems, fluid mechanics, circuit simulations, and so on. The resulting performance of these matrices
is more realistic and convincible since they usually contain a large number of nonzero elements.
In the FPGA implementation, our design runs at the frequency of 100 MHz. To measure the performance of the
proposed SMM system, the runtime is used as the performance metric. Here, the runtime is defined as the time from
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the injection of the first packet to the system till the completion of the computations of all the elements of y. In the
experiment of random matrices, 5 matrices of different sizes and 5 matrices of different sparsity are employed. Note
that the definition of sparsity is Sparsity = Nonzeros/Dimension2 . The resulting performance of random matrices
are listed in Tables 7 and 8, and the corresponding line charts are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively.
Table 7: Runtime of random matrices with different sizes (µs)
Matrix size
20 × 20
40 × 40
60 × 60
80 × 80
100 × 100

2×2
2.17
7.45
13.80
24.40
40.23

Network size
2×4 4×4 4×8
1.05
0.97
0.89
3.89
2.15
1.99
6.49
3.58
2.92
12.09 7.03
4.61
19.57 10.22 7.19

8×8
1.01
1.62
2.64
4.52
6.80

Table 8: Runtime of random matrices with different sparsity (µs)
Matrix sparsity
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%

2×2
40.23
60.78
80.00
100.08
116.62

Network size
2×4 4×4 4×8
19.57 10.22 7.19
31.05 15.75 12.21
40.52 21.79 17.02
51.76 27.20 22.66
65.20 33.10 28.04

8×8
6.80
11.80
16.73
21.93
26.71
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5
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4x4

4x8
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Figure 10: Performance of random matrices with different sizes
In the experiment of real-application matrices, several sparse matrices are chosen from the University of Florida
Sparse Matrix Collection, as shown in Figure 9, along with the detailed specifications. The performance of realapplication matrices is shown in Table 10, and the corresponding line charts are shown in Figure 12. Although
the simulation results of real-application matrices are similar to random matrices, the performance improvement of
real-application matrices is more significant, especially when the network size is large.
In addition to analyzing the impact of network sizes and sparsity on the system performance, we also measure
the speedup of our proposed SMM system over general-purpose processors. To compare the performance with the
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Table 9: Detailed specification of real-application matrices
Matrix Name
rdb5000
sherman2
Trefethen 700
mcfe
wang1

Dimension
5,000
1,080
700
765
2,903

Nonzeros
29,600
23,094
12,654
24,382
19,093

Type
computational fluid dynamics problem
computational fluid dynamics problem
combinatorial problem
2D/3D problem
semiconductor device problem sequence

Sparsity
0.12%
1.98%
2.58%
4.17%
0.23%

Table 10: Runtime of real-application matrices (µs)
Name
rdb5000
sherman2
Trefethen
mcfe
wang1

2×2
1877.4
853.27
213.47
454.59
881.62

Network size
2×4
4×4
4×8
1226.85 448.7 317.03
446.27
246.6 193.22
103.57
61.74
55.26
252.28 207.03 162.13
512.19 279.14 215.09

8×8
273.54
148.94
47.32
141.58
166.46

same FPGA device, the MicroBlaze processor is used. The MicroBlaze is a soft RISC-based processor core designed
for Xilinx FPGAs, which can be configured by Xilinx EDK. In our implementation, several peripheral devices are
also added to the MicroBlaze processor, including timers, the debug module, and the UART module. The resource
utilization of slice registers, slice LUTs, and occupied slices of the MicroBlaze processor is 21%, 21%, and 42%
respectively. To measure the performance, the C++ code of SMM is compiled and programmed into the Xilinx
Virtex 5 FPGA device, and the cycle-accurate runtime results of the MicroBlaze processor can be observed on the
monitor through the RS-232 cable. The definition of speedup in our experiment is as follow:
Speedup =

TCP U
TN oC

(3)

where TCP U and TN oC are the runtimes of SMM on the MicroBlaze processor and the proposed SMM system,
respectively.
The speedup of different network sizes over the MicroBlaze processor in random matrices is shown in Figures
13 and 14 at the same operating frequency. Compared with the MicroBlaze processor, our proposed system shows
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a great performance improvement of 40x speedup in maximum. Due to the limitation of the MicroBlaze program
memory, only random matrices are simulated.
50
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15
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100ǘ100
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Figure 13: Speedup of NoC over MicroBlaze processor (1)

We also compare our design with an Intel Q6600 processor (with quad cores and an 8-MB cache) with 2-GB RAM
operating at 2.4 GHz. The C++ program is compiled using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005. The speedup of different
network sizes over the Intel processor in random matrices is shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17, respectively. The
results show that our design can achieve an average of 2x speedup in maximum over the Intel processor, although
the performance of our design under 4 × 4 networks is worse than that of the Intel processor. Nevertheless, this
means that a great speedup can be achieved by a high-degree parallel computation system even though the operating
frequency (100 MHz) of our proposed system is much lower than that (2.4 GHz) of the Intel processor. From the
experiment, we can also realize that the performance improvement of real-application matrices in large networks is
better than random matrices, because numerous PEs of large networks help maximize parallelism when processing
large matrices with many nonzero elements.
After verifying the pre-synthesis codes on the FPGA device, we also synthesized our design based on a TSMC
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Figure 14: Speedup of NoC over MicroBlaze processor (2)
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Figure 15: Speedup of NoC over Intel processor (1)

0.18 µm cell library by Synopsys Design Compiler and DFT Compiler. The gate count, maximum latency, power
consumption, and test coverage after synthesis are shown in Table 11. Besides, we also accomplished the physical
layout of the design by Synopsys IC Compiler as shown in Figure 18. The core area of the 4 × 4 network is
1986.5 × 1985.4 µm2 , and the power consumption is 480.55 mW at the frequency of 166 MHz.
Table 11: Synthesis results of Design Compiler and DFT Compiler
Network Size
Max. laterncy (ns)
Gate Count
Power (mW)
Test Coverage

2×2
5.4
72,581
91.07
99.93%

2×4
5.39
134,380
189.83
99.94%

4×4
5.4
259,026
417.40
99.94%

4×8
5.4
506,143
842.64
99.94%

8×8
5.4
1028,790
1,741.30
99.95%
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6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented the design of an NoC-based system for SMM to improve both the scalability and flexibility
of parallel computation. The 2-D-mesh-based system consists of routers, network interfaces, and processing elements.
In order to lower the area overhead and increase the transmission efficiency of the proposed SMM system, the
wormhole router using the XY routing algorithm is introduced in the system. Besides, to achieve load balancing and
effective packet distribution, the matrix data in the network are distributed by a partitioning and mapping algorithm.
From the experiment results, our design can achieve 40× speedup and 2× speedup in maximum over the MicroBlaze
processor and the Intel Q6600 processor, respectively. Moreover, the proposed NoC-based architecture supports
high-degree reusability, which allows us to construct complex SoC application systems. In the near future, we
plan to design many other application systems, such as fast Fourier transform, multimedia encoders/decoders, and
encryption/decryption algorithms.
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Abstract
With the rapid development of information technology, the amount of data of information systems increases at
an unprecedented pace. Extension and development of clouding storage systems are becoming the first choice for
businesses and individuals to store their data. However, the data is stored in the cloud and users lose the control
over their data completely, so encryption is required before upload the data. But, general encryption methods
have conflicts with data de-duplication. Some researchers use convergent encryption as a solution, but there are
also some semantic security issues. Another threat comes from semi-trusted cloud storage providers (CSP), which
can disclose users’ privacy information. In this paper, we propose a policy-based de-duplication architecture, using
the mechanism of security proxy (SP) and random storage, which separate storage services and security services
to ensure the security of user data and improve the system efficiency at the same time.
Keywords: Cloud Storage; Convergent Encryption; De-duplication; Security Proxy

1

Introduction

In recent years, the amount of data which Enterprises and individuals create and store, have been increasing exponentially, which make cloud storage [13] popularly deployed. However, a critical issue needs to be addressed in
cloud storage is data duplication. Research shows that 80% -90% of the data is redundant in backup and archival
storage systems [8], and this rate is still increasing, which is a big waste. To mitigate this issue, data de-duplication
technology has become a hot research topic [5].
Data de-duplication technology means that in cloud storage environment, only one copy of the same data can be
stored instead of storing multiple copies. This technology can greatly reduce the storage space and communication
bandwidth. According to the latest statistics, de-duplication is the most promising and effective storage technology,
which will be applied to 75% of the on-line backup systems and cloud storage in the next few years [9]. However,
there exists conflicts between data de-duplication and data encryption. In general encryption method, when the
different encryption key is applied to encrypt the same plaintext, the cipher text generated is completely different,
which makes it impossible to apply the data de-duplication. Though convergent encryption [3] can alleviate this
conflict, it still suffers to the semantic security problem. The architecture in [2, 11] can realize the de-duplication in
cloud storage, but it lacks the consideration of the security of user data.
Tan et al. [12] proposes a semantic-aware multi-tiered source de-duplication framework which improves system
efficiency by eliminating redundancy detection of small files and compressed files. But it is not suitable for global
de-duplication in cloud, because the data comes from large numbers of different users, which can result in massive
redundant data. Liu et al. [7] proposes a policy-based de-duplication scheme, in which the de-duplication module is
independent from cloud storage and improves protection of user privacy. However the user data must be transferred
twice, which makes low system efficiency in today’s limited bandwidth. Ref. [10] uses equality predicate encryption
scheme and a hybrid approach for de-duplication to prevent information leakage when encrypting the outsourced
data. Ref. [6] proposed an approach for secure authorized de-duplication which supports the duplicate check with
differential privileges of users, but needs more user involvement. Harnik, et al. [4] describes a method to get some
users’ privacy information by detecting whether the client performed de-duplication operation or not. In addition,
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the cloud storage provider is considered to be semi-trusted. Though it will not perform malicious attacks obviously,
it may collect users’ data and privacy information, such as Ref. [1], the data encryption is operated at cloud side, and
sensitive information may be disclosed to the cloud provider easily. Even if the data is encrypted with Convergent
encryption.
For the above security issues, we present the following solutions. First is the improved convergent encryption that
encryption key is not only related to the data itself, but also related to the offset from the SP, which can reduce
the correlation between the encryption key and the plaintext and can resist the content guessing attack well. For
the illegal usage of user’ information from CSP, we present the random storage mechanism. In this mechanism, we
firstly use the source-based de-duplication to remove the repetitive data, and the remaining data uploaded to which
storage server is according to the storage table generated by SP. In this way, we separate the storage service and
security service and improve the transparency of the user data for CSP. For the metadata located in SP, sharing
degree based access control can prevent the unauthorized access.

2

Security Issues in Cloud Storage

In cloud storage, user data security is entirely relied on data protection and access control mechanisms offered by
the cloud service provider. However, data de-duplication will conflict with data encryption when conduct global
de-duplication. When given two ciphertexts, it is difficult to determine whether they are encrypted from the same
plaintext. The goal of de-duplication is that different users can share the identical files or different files can share the
identical data blocks. If we want to apply the ciphertext-based de-duplication, cloud server has to identify all of the
ciphertexts encrypted from the same plaintext, which is contrary to the purpose of encryption operation. Attacker
can get information from the ciphertext without the decryption key.
Now some de-duplication schemes [1, 4] solve this problem using convergent encryption. Convergent encryption is
similar to asymmetric encryption, except that the encryption key is generated from the hash value of the plaintext,
and the encryption algorithm is based on XOR operation. The identical plaintext will be encrypted using the identical
encryption key to generate the identical ciphertext, so this method is widely used in de-duplication system. However,
convergent encryption also has some security issues the encryption key is directly related to the plaintext, so it cannot
resist the content guessing attack [10]. Adversary can construct a specific file or data block to detect whether the file
or data block has been already existed in the storage system or not, in order to obtain more information. Another
threat comes from the cloud storage provider.
In this paper, we assume that providers are semi-trusted. That is to say, the clouds will work according to the
predefined protocols and policies and will not attack user data obviously, but cannot protect the uploaded data
from unauthorized viewing , scanning, and publicly display by the cloud storage providers (CSP), even the data is
encrypted using the convergent encryption. Such as the scheme in [1], both the de-duplication and encryption of
user data are done at the cloud side, which increases the amount of redundant data transmission. To make things
even worse, it makes users’ privacy much easier to be leaked to the cloud providers, even if convergent encryption
is applied. Because the fingerprint database of blocks must be stored in the cloud server, which is equivalent to
store the user data in the server in plain text. In this paper, we propose a policy-based de-duplication mechanism,
using the mechanism of security proxy and random storage, which separate storage services and security services to
eliminate the threat from CSP.

3
3.1

Policy-based De-duplication Mechanism
Architecture Design of Secure Cloud Storage

In our work, we proposed secure cloud storage architecture which consists of three main components: Client Security
Proxy and cloud storage, as shown in Figure 1. We assume that CSPs and SP won’t join up to attack user data.
Multiple CSPs constitute the cloud storage, and provide storage services to the security proxy together, but are
independent of each other. Our mechanism is based on source-side de-duplication, and do the chunk-level duplicate
detection and convergent encryption at the client. By comparing the hash values of chunks with those in global
fingerprint database, we will delete the duplicated chunks and generate the storage pointers. All the non-repetitive
chunks will be convergent encrypted and uploaded to the specified cloud servers according to the random storage
table generated by SP. Random storage is defined as bellows.
Definition 1. Random Storage. Assuming that, the to-be uploaded file is f , and there are m storage servers. f is
divided into n fixed size chunks first, that is, f = {c1 , c2 , ..., cn }. n/m chunks is randomly selected to store in Server I,
and another n/m chunks is stored in Server II, and so on. Then the random storage table will be return to client.
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Figure 1: Securing cloud storage architecture diagram

• Client
– File chunking/building: Conducting fixed-length chunking or content-based chunking on the file needed
for block-level duplicate detection; And data blocks are assembled into files according to the metadata in
the download process.
– Hash: Calculating the Hash values of the files or data blocks as their fingerprints. Currently, the most
commonly used two kinds of hash algorithms are MD5 and SHA-1. They have a very low collision
probability, and we assume that there is no collision in our work.
– Local Fingerprint Database: Storing the Hash values of files and data blocks users uploaded.
– De-duplication: Comparing the Hash values of the files or data blocks with those in the fingerprint database
on security proxy. Deciding whether perform de-duplication or not according to the comparison results
returned.
– Convergent Encryption: Encrypting the data needed to upload using k = G(hash, of f set) from security
proxy as the encryption Key (defined in Section 3.2).
– Authorization: Users need to match the access structure tree of SP when access the data (described in
Section 3.3).
• Security Proxy
– Access Control: Generating the access tree according to the blocks of the file. When the users access
structure matches the access tree completely, he can access the cloud storage.
– Global Fingerprint Database: Using to store the global Hash fingerprints and offsets of files and data
blocks, category according to the file type and with a matching fingerprint features.
– Load Monitor: Responsible for monitoring the load condition of every storage server in cloud.
– Storage Allocation: Each data block will be randomly assigned to each storage server according to the
fingerprint information the client uploaded and load condition of every storage server. At the same time,
the server load is balanced. Then it generates storage table and return to the client and the usage of
storage space is updated.
– Storage Indexes: Recording the information of files and data blocks stored in the cloud server including
file ID, file name, location of data, fingerprint and so on.
• Cloud Storage
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– Access Control: Cloud servers require authentication of clients and security proxy that requesting storage
services.
– Data Management: Cloud servers manage and optimize the data storage according to storage policy.

3.2

The Improved Convergent Encryption

Traditional convergent encryption uses the key which is generated with some attributes of the plaintext to encrypt
the data itself, which makes the ciphertext identical after encryption of the identical plaintext. Though it achieves the
objective of data encryption in a certain extent, it cannot ensure the semantic security, because of the high relativity
of ciphertext and plaintext. It can only improve the security of unpredictable data, and cannot resist the content
guessing attack. Especially in the enterprise environment many file are small variations of standard templates. And
attacker can construct a same file and compare the ciphertext to detect the existence of it. In our paper, we improved
the convergent encryption whose main improvement is the generation of the encryption key. The specific operation
is as bellows and shown in Figure 2.
1) Client calculates the hash values of the data using hash function, and sends the values to security proxy.
2) After received the hash values, SP generates a random offset, and re-calculates the encryption key as k =
G(h, of f set), the send back to client.
3) Client encrypts the data with k, and uploads the ciphertext to cloud. And the metadata (hash, offset, location)
will be save in the SP servers.

Figure 2: The Improved convergent encryption

3.3

Sharing Degree Based Access Control

Definition 2. Sharing Degree (SD). In the de-duplication system, one data block could be shared with multiple files.
The more of files the higher of the sharing Degree, and the more possibility to leak user privacy of the block.
Definition 3. Access Structure Tree. Each node of the tree is related to a data block, and it is represented by attribute
of the block, logical operator and its child nodes. As for non-leaf node x, its logical operator is “OR”, “AND” or
“n/m”, the threshold is kx , and x has mx child nodes, and 0 <kx <mx . As for the leaf node, threshold kx =1, and
its child nodes is none. In the access structure tree, the higher of SD of a data block, the closer it is to the root. So
it needs more attribute sets when accessing the block.
As show in Figure 3, process of matching a access structure tree: we represent the access structure tree as T, Tx
is the child tree of T, and x is the root of Tx . Assuming that there is an attribute set, Tx (v) = 1 represents that v
can match Tx . Hence, Tx (v) can be calculated with a recursive manner like this: If x is a leaf node and its attributes
can match the block, then Tx (v) = 1; If x is a non-leaf node, the value Tx (v) of x is calculated by its child nodes yi .
Iff there is more than kx values of Tyi (v) is 1, the value of Tx (v) is 1. When client applies to access a file f , SP will
generate a access tree T according to the blocks of f , and will ask the client to return the access structure v. Iff v
matches T, SP will return the encryption key k (k is defined in Section 3.2) to client.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the SD based access structure tree

3.4

Process of Data Access

Data upload:
1) File-level redundancy detection:
a. Calculate Hash value of file, and send them to the Security Proxy;
b. Security Proxy compares them with the fingerprint database, and return the compare result to the
client. If the file already exists, then delete the file and generate the storage pointers; else perform
the block-level detection.
2) Block-level redundancy detection:
a. Firstly, cut the file into blocks and calculate the Hash values, and then send the Hash values to the
Security Proxy;
b. Security Proxy compares them with the fingerprint database; If the file already exists, then delete the
file, and generate storage pointers, otherwise encrypt them using convergent encryption.
3) Security proxy generates a random storage table and ensures the load balance of every storage server:
each data block will be randomly assigned to storage servers. In other words, suppose there are N data
blocks, it randomly selects N/M blocks of data stored to Server I, and another N/M blocks to Server II,
and so on. Then send the scheme to the client and update both the global index fingerprint database and
the file storage database.
4) Client calculates MD5 checksum Ci of each block Di , and then package both blocks and corresponding
checksum, and upload them to the assigned storage server, which is according to the random storage table.
5) Each cloud server decompresses the package, and calculates the checksum Ci ’ of each block Di again,
if Ci = Ci0 , then stores the data, otherwise returns the check fails information to the client and asks to
re-upload the data block.
The data upload process is shown in Figure 4.
Data download:
1) Client sends a request to the Security Proxy for downloading a file.
2) Security Proxy firstly verify the legality of the request, and then search storage index database according
to the file ID to get the metadata (SI(fID, fname, k, Location, Chunks,...)) of each block of the file, and
return to the client.
3) Client sends the download request to the corresponding cloud storage server according to the metadata.
4) Each cloud server returns the Chunks(chunk1, chunk2, chunk3, ...) to client after verifies the legality of
the request.
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5) After receives Chunks, client searches in the fingerprint database to get the Fingerprints(fg1, fg2, fg3, ...),
then decrypts ciphertext, and restore the original file.
It should be noted that, all interaction information between client and security proxy and between client and
cloud server has a stamp and is encrypted. Client must pass authentication and timeliness certification of
security proxy and cloud storage when to upload and to download files.
The data download process is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Flow chart of data download

4

Experiments and Analysis

In our experiments, the working platform configuration is show in Table 1. All the server nodes are virtual machines
on the Langchao server. And the system is based on Ubuntu and the open source cloud OpenStack, mainly uses the
Swift component of OpenStack to provide storage service. The structure of our cloud system is show as Figure 6.
The master-1 is a control node used to run the Keystone and Swift service of Openstack, and it is as the SP node.
The Node-1, Node-2, Node-3, Node-4 are computation and storage nodes, which are used to run the nova computing
workstation. The IP-san is a RIAD used to provide physical storage space for control and compute nodes.
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Table 1: Working platform
Server
CPU
Number of cores
Memory
Hard disk
System platform
IP address

Langchao NF8560M2
Intel(R) Xeon(R)E7-4807@1.87GHz
24
32G
10T
VMware vSphere 5.1.0
10.10.20.41

Figure 6: Structure of our cloud system

4.1

Security Analysis of Improved Convergent Encryption

Traditional convergent encryption can enhance the confidentiality of data, but cannot resist the content guessing
attack. Assumed that a user will store the file f = (a1 , a2 , · · · , ai , · · · , an ) to the cloud (ai represents the ith segment
of the file), h = hash(f ) is the hash value calculated with a hash function. In traditional convergent encryption, h
is the encryption key, and the ciphertext is c = Eh (f ) = Ehash(f ) (f ). In the condition mentioned in [9], if attacker
knows all the segments of f except ai , he can construct a file f ∗ = {a1 , a2 , ..., a∗i , ..., an }, then calculate h∗ = hash(f ∗ )
and c∗ = Ehash(f ∗) (f ∗ ). In this condition, he can construct f ∗ continuously and compare c∗ with c to reach his
attack objective.
In our improved convergent encryption, the hash value of f is sent to security proxy first. Then, the security
proxy will generate a new key k=G(h,offset) with h and the offset, and send k to client. The eventual ciphertext will
be c = EG(hash(f ),of f set) (f ) at client. In the way, the attacker cannot calculate the key according to the plaintext,
because the key is decided by the hash value together with the offset generated by security proxy. Attack cannot
be carried out when plaintext and key are unknown, that is to say, our improved convergent can resist the content
guessing attack well.

4.2

Security and Performance Analysis of Random Storage

In this paper, we use the random storage to remove the threat from semi-trusted CSP. Secure proxy decides where
to store the data blocks according to the random storage table, but the storage table is transparent to each cloud
storage server. Cloud servers are only responsible for data storage and basic management, and each of them just
stores some random blocks of a file. Assume that a cloud server has obtained some information via some method,
which shows that some blocks are belong to a specific user. These data blocks are only some fragments of a file,
and are completely messy and meaningless for the cloud server, so the cloud is impossible to dig out the information
relevant to the user’s privacy from these fragments. Metadata is stored in Secure Proxy. Based on the assumption
referred before, Cloud Server cannot get the metadata and doesn’t know where the other segments of the file are
located in. So Cloud Server will not be able to obtain the complete file. User information and storage information of
files are stored in Secure Proxy, while, data uploading and downloading are performed directly between the clients
and cloud storages. Security Proxy cannot come into contact with the user data and cannot attack the user data,
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too.
Paper [7] uses the re-encryption at proxy to improve security. That is, the user firstly uploads data to the proxy,
and then user data is re-encrypted at the proxy server. While, the random storage used in this paper can greatly
improve system performance, reduce bandwidth usage and eliminate the need for re-encryption which significantly
improves system efficiency. As shown in Figure 7. We use 256-bit AES encryption and does encryption test on the
datasets in which every blocks size is 4KB, and the data sets size are 1M, 10M,... ,and 1G. As can be seen from
the figure, the encryption time is the exponential growth, which can be a heavy pressure for the proxy server in the
application of cloud storage. In our scheme, we use client-end de-duplication, and the encryption is done at client.
In this way, the computation pressure can be shared by all the clients.

Figure 7: Time consuming of encrypting the dataset
In [7], Liu separated de-duplication module from the storage server, which makes user data need to be transmitted
twice. First, the client uploads user data to De-duplication Proxy, and then the proxy stores the data to cloud
storage servers. But the random storage used in this paper needs transferring user data only once. Security Proxy
only generates storage table and Client decides which Cloud Server will each blocks be stored in according to the
storage table, which can cut network load in half. In addition, with the load balance mechanism and multithread
technology, the reduction of system efficiency caused by over load and empty load in some storage servers will not
happen. In our experiments, as shown in Figure 8, the efficiency of data upload in our scheme is about 5.44 times
than that in [7].

Figure 8: Uploading time comparison

5

Conclusion

The cloud storage can provide powerful computing performance and massive storage, and there is no doubt of its
prospects for development. But the cloud storage technology has not been widespread so far, there are two main
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reasons hinder its rapid development. First is the performance problem. When the users increase quickly but the
CSPs do not improve their equipment timely, all the users will share the limited server resources, and the performance
of data access will decline, which is one of the most important risk factors to be considered when enterprises choose
cloud storage. Second is the data confidentiality and privacy security. Users store their data in the cloud which
means lose the control of their own data and cannot ensure the confidentiality and privacy. It is more important to
the business data.
In the secure cloud storage, de-duplication is the most effective lossless compression technology, and can greatly
improve the utilization and performance of cloud storage. However, it brings some problems of data security and
privacy. In this paper, based on the existing de-duplication technology, we propose the security proxy and random
storage strategy, which separate the security service and storage service. In this way, we resolve the conflict between
data encryption and de-duplication, resist the attack from outside, and prevent the illegal use of user data and
privacy from CSP. In addition, the improved convergent encryption and SD based access control can resist the
content guessing attack well. From the experiments and security analysis, the storage table we propose can improve
the performance and security of cloud storage system.
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Abstract
Binary Edwards Curve has evolved as an alternative to conventional elliptic curve cryptography which is prone
to operational point attacks. However, comparatively slower unified scalar multiplication algorithm of this curve
poses design challenges to hardware designers. FPGA, as opposed to ASICs due to their specific look-up-table
based underlying architecture, provides unique challenges and opportunities for the design of such complex circuits.
In this work, as opposed to an ad-hoc design methodology, we focus on developing an efficient architecture for
scalar multiplication on binary Edwards curve in an analytical fashion. The method first identifies the tunable
parameters of the architecture, followed by developing analytical estimates of the resources used and the critical
path delay of the circuit in terms of the design parameters and the FPGA characteristics. Detailed analytical
and experimental results have been provided to show that the model indeed helps to develop an architecture with
improved efficiency with respect to other reported results on similar platform.
Keywords: Binary Edwards Curve (BEC); Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC); FPGA.

1

Introduction

Public key cryptography is of growing importance in the domain of key-generation, digital signature and data
encryption. With the growing complexity of public key algorithms, design exploration is a challenging job. While
a naive design approach may be correct in functionality, proper design decisions can help to improve significantly
the performance of the designs. Such a modeling can help to reduce the design time and converge to ideal design
point, thus improving the productivity of the crypto-hardware. However, developing such a design methodology
requires capturing of the design parameters which in turn depends on the algorithms, and also analyzing their effects
on the performance, which again depends on the platform. In this work we address the topic of designing Binary
Edwards Curve (BEC) [1] based processor on LUT-based FPGA platform. BEC is an interesting development in
elliptic curve cryptography, which is the next generation public- key cipher. BEC computations alleviates the ECC
of its two weaknesses, owing to its lack of completeness and unifiedness. This makes BEC ideal for high security
implementations, as they are resistant against simple power analysis and exceptional point attacks.
However, BEC computations are more complex. Each unified addition or doubling in its underlying scalar computation, which is the central operation of an Elliptic Curve processor, requires large computations for both addition
and doubling compared to conventional ECC on GF (2m ) fields. This makes design of BEC an interesting topic
of research. In literature, Edwards first proposed that every elliptic curve over a non-binary field is birationally
equivalent to Edwards form over an original field or the extension of the field [4]. However, this curve lacks its elliptic
property in the domain of GF (2m ). Further, Bernstein et al. in [1] extended the idea of this curve in binary domain
in the name of Binary Edwards Curve (BEC). In [9] and [8], implementations based on this curve are explained in
ASIC domain. The design scope of implementing processor in FPGA domain based on this curve is first explored
in [2]. A few other contributions on this curve are present in [7] and [3].
In this paper, we have emphasized on modelling a processor based on BEC by minimizing the delay and required
area as these two parameters play the most critical role in any hardware design. Further, simultaneous minimization
of both the parameters is not always possible. Reduction of required time may increase the area. On the other
hand, restrictions on resources and area can end up into higher clock cycle requirement. Hence, starting from the
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algorithm, we have gradually developed the hardware and identified the critical parameters for each module which
can play a major role in optimization of the overall design. Finally, we have targeted to design a modelled hardware
using optimized parameter. The mathematical background of BEC demands that the design is expected to be side
channel attack preventive. To validate this about the optimized design, simple side channel analysis is performed on
the modified processor to prove that it is really simple power attack preventive.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, algorithms related to BEC are discussed.
The way of developing the architecture gradually from the unified addition algorithm is mentioned in Section 3. The
critical tunable parameters are obtained and the delay computation is performed in order to obtain the optimized
theoretical model of the design in this section too. At the end, the final optimized design is implemented in the
hardware domain and the results are compared with some previous implementations in Section 4 and analysis in
Section 5 shows that the processor is truly simple side channel attack preventive.

2

Preliminaries

Like other elliptic curve based cryptographic algorithms, Binary Edwards Curve (BEC) (a variant of elliptic curve)
relies on the formation of an underlying arithmetic operation on the elements of the group, which are points on the
curve. The central component of ECC algorithms are scalar multiplications, which involves in computing Q = k.P
(P is a point on prime curve). This point multiplication can easily be calculated once k and P are known, but it is
a hard problem to find k when Q and P are known, provided k is sufficiently large. This hardness of discrete log
problem is the basic assumption of security of any ECC [10].
Point multiplication is computed using repetition of two fundamental operations: addition and doubling. These
operations are further obtained by arithmetic operations in the field on which the co-ordinates of the elliptic curve
points are defined. Hence, the basic requirement of a ECC processor is the design of an optimized addition module.
In the next subsections, we shall discuss subsequent algorithms for implementing point multiplication using unified
addition of BEC.

2.1

Binary Edwards Curves

Let K be a field with characteristic(K) = 2. Let d1 , d2 be elements of K with d1 6= 0 and d2 6= d21 + d1 . The Binary
Edwards Curve with coefficients d1 and d2 is the affine curve E(B,d1 ,d2 ) : [1]
d1 (x + y) + d2 (x2 + y 2 ) = xy + xy(x + y) + x2 y 2 .

(1)

This curve is symmetric with x and y and so if (x1 , y1 ) exists on the curve, then also will (y1 , x1 ). The neutral
element of the addition law is (0,0). Another important property of this curve is that negative of (x1 , y1 ) is (y1 , x1 ).
This property is effectively used in our implementation. While implementing the ternary operation [2], both addition
and subtraction are required. The subtraction property is implemented by one addition followed by swapping of
co-ordinates.
Require: P = (x.y) , k = (kl−1 kl−2 kl−3 ...k0 ).
Ensure: Q = (x0 , y 0 ) = kP .
1: Q = 0
2: for i from l − 1 downto 0 do
3:
Q←2Q
4:
if ki = 1 then
5:
Q←Q + P
6:
end if
7: end for
8: return Q
Figure 1: Double and add algorithm
The main target of our work is to implement point multiplication on BEC. The scalar point multiplication can be
performed by Double and Add algorithm as shown in Figure 1 or its improvements. The improvements are either
to improve the speed (using windowing method ) or to reduce the side channel leakage (using Montgomerry’s ladder
method or point blinding technique) [5]. The basic double and add algorithm requires (m − 1) point doubling (PD)
and (w − 1) point additions (PA), where m is the length and w is the Hamming weight of binary expansion of k.
However, implementing PA or PD in affine co-ordinates requires costly inversion and hence addition in projective
coordinates is beneficial [10]. (x1 /z1 , y1 /z12 ) in affine coordinate is equivalent to (X1 : Y1 : Z1 ) in Lopez-Dahab
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projective coordinate [10]. During implementation, initially the affine coordinates are converted to projective and
the addition is performed in projective coordinate to avoid the cost of inversion.
The projective closure of BEC curve shown in Equation (1) is:
d1 (X + Y )Z 3 + d2 (X 2 + Y 2 )Z 2
= XY Z 2 + XY (X + Y )Z + X 2 Y 2 .

(2)

Let, sum of two points (X1 , Y1 ) and (X2 , Y2 ) be (X3 , Y3 ). The resultant point on the projective curve is defined
according to the addition formulae explained in [1]:
Table 1: Unified addition law
W1 =X1 + Y1
W2 =X2 + Y2
A=X1 (X1 + Y1 )
B=Y1 (Y1 + Z1 ) C=Z1 .Z2
D=W2 .Z2
E=d1 .C 2
H=(d1 .Z2 + d2 .W2 ).W1 .C I=d1 .C.Z1
U=E + A.D
V=E + B.D
S=U.V
X3 =S.Y1 + (H + X2 .(I + A.(Y2 + Z2 ))).V.Z1
Y3 =S.X1 + (H + Y2 .(I + B.(X2 + Z2 ))).U.Z1
Z3 =S.Z1

In the subsequent sections, we shall concentrate to design a modelled BEC processor based on this unified addition.
The modelled hardware should exhibit optimum performance with a trade-off between area and delay.

3

The BEC Processor Architecture

The BEC processor offers several design choices. In this section, we attempt to design a compact processor based on
BEC. In general, a processor consists of two main modules: Register file for temporary storage of data and Arithmetic
logic unit (ALU). Several arithmetic and logical operations are performed in ALU and temporary data are stored
in the register file. Proper scheduling of these operations is crucial for overall performance of the processor. To
achieve enhanced performance, we first develop an abstract overview of the architecture and identify the tunable
parameters. Tunable parameters include all the variable features of the architecture, which has an influence on the
circuit performance, namely area and speed. In our approach, we analytically model those performance metrics using
the identified tunable parameters, which are subsequently optimized to develop an efficient architecture.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for designing optimized processor
Input: Input algorithm to be realized by hardware
Output: Optimum Delay and LUT product for overall hardware
initialization;
Register Scheduling() ;
ALU Scheduling() ;
Total Delay = Computation of delay for the multiplier ;
Total LUT = Computation of LUT requirement for the multiplier ;
LUT DelayProduct = Total Delay * Total LUT ;
for all possible critical paths do
Estimate the optimum LUT DelayProduct ;

Algorithm 1 explains the steps for optimizing the BEC based processor. Next, we explain the scheduling of register
and ALU module before discussing the design choices for optimization of the processor.

3.1

Register Scheduling

Scheduling is the task of determining the instants at which execution of operation will start and finally the functional
units are mapped. To obtain an optimized scheduling for the operations of Table 1 a simple strategy for scheduling
is applied as explained in Algorithm 2.
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Table 2: Minimum register requirement
Operations
(X1 + Y1 )
(X2 + Y2 )
X1 (X1 + y1 )
(Z1 .Z2 )
(W2 .Z2 )
(d2 .W2 )
H
E
d1 .C.Z1
U
I + A(Y2 + Z2 )
V
S
V.Z1
X3

New input
variable
2
2
0
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

New Output
variable
0
1(W1 )
1 (W2 )
1(A)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Register
used
2
3
1
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Register
free
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
2
0
0
1
2
1
1

Total
register
2
5
6
9
11
11
12
12
10
11
12
12
11
11
11

Algorithm 2: Register Scheduling
Input: Input algorithm to be realized by hardware
Output: Optimum number of used registers after scheduling
initialization;
nw inputvar = number of new input variables for each scheduling step ;
nw outputvar = number of new output variables for each scheduling step ;
Reg f ree = number of registers can be reused ;
Reg used = nw inputvar + nw outputvar − Reg f ree;
for each operation do
if Reg free ! = 0 then
Reg used = Reg used + nw inputvar + nw outputvar ;
else
Reg used = Reg used + nw inputvar + nw outputvar - Reg f ree;

For each step of Table 1, requirement of each register is computed based on the number of new input and output
variables and the available free resources. In Table 2, first and second columns keep the count of new input and
output variables in each stage, the third column counts the total register and the fourth one counts the number of
registers becoming free at each stage. Finally, from the table it is evident that at least 12 registers are required for
maintaining the scheduling constraints.
Using this count, overall scheduling with the registers are shown in Table 3 for the operations of unified addition
shown in Table 1.
In the next subsection, we shall explain the steps for scheduling ALU module.

3.2

ALU Scheduling

In case of scheduling ALU, we use the knowledge from register scheduling explained in Table 3. In this section, we
identify the arithmetic logic components to implement the operations in Table 1. The main components are field
adder-subtractor and multiplier for field elements. However, the addition algorithm which is used to realize the BEC
point addition steps is explained in Table 1.
As the point addition is performed in projective co-ordinates, another field inversion is required finally to reduce
the result to affine co-ordinates. Hence, in our case, the identified modules are field multiplier, multiplexers and
power block for inversion. Initially, we have identified the different required modules. Further, number of multipliers
have been identified from the parallelization of scheduling table. Next, from the possible inputs of multiplier numbers
and sizes of the multiplexers are determined. The overall ALU scheduling technique is explained in Algorithm 3.
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Table 3: Scheduling for projective addition
Clock
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

State
Initial
Initial
Initial
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25

Operation(C1 )
RA2 ← X2
RC1 ← Z1
RA1 ← X1
RE1 ← A2 + B2
RD1 ← d1

RD2 ← d2
RE2 ← Z2

RC2 ← Z2
RD2 ← B2 + D2

RB2 ← Y2
RB2 ← X2

RA1
RB1
RA2
RB2
RB1

← (B1 + E2 )
← Y2
← X2
← Y2
← (D2 + D1 )

Operation(C0 )
RB2 ← Y2
RC2 ← Z2
RB1 ← Y1
RC2 ← (A2 + B2 ).C2
RC2 ← C1 .C2
RA2 ← D1 .C2
RB2 ← A2 .C2
RA2 ← A2 .C1
RD2 ← D2 .E1
RC2 ← (A1 + B1 ).C2
RE1 ← D1 .E1
RA2 ← (E1 + D2 ).C2
RA2 ← (A1 + C1 ).C1
RD2 ← D1 .E2
RF1 ← B1 .(B1 + C1 )
RF2 ← F1 .E2
RE2 ← (B2 + F2 ).C1
RF2 ← (B2 + F2 ).D2
RD1 ← D1 (B2 + C2 )
RD1 ← (D1 + A2 ).B2
RE2 ← (E1 + D1 ).E2
RB1 ← F2 .B1
RD1 ← F2 .A1
RD2 ← D2 .C1
RB2 ← (B2 + C2 ).F1
RB2 ← (A2 + B2 ).B1
RD2 ← (E1 + B2 ).D2
RC1 ← F2 .C1

84
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Algorithm 3: ALU Scheduling
Input: Input algorithm and register scheduling table
Output: Required ALU submodules and their optimum sizes
initialization;
Identify the number of multipliers from scheduling table ;
for operation C0 do
n1 = number of possible inputs to one input of the multiplier ;
n2 = number of possible inputs to other input of the multiplier ;
size of input multiplexer to the first input of multiplier = n1 : 1 ;
size of input multiplexer to the second input of multiplier = n2 : 1 ;
for operation C1 do
Estimate the number of possible inputs to the output multiplexer ;
Estimate the size of the power block for inversion ;

3.3

Overall Architecture Analysis

Figure 2: Final architecture of BEC processor
In previous sections, we have analyzed the modules require to compute scalar multiplication. Figure 2 depicts the
BEC processor capable of performing the multiplication kP . The processor mainly consists of Register module and
the ALU connected with proper bus. ROM is used to store initial coordinates of the point P , for calculating kP and
the required curve parameters of complete BEC for performing the multiplication. However, in the diagram another
Keymodification module is present. As explained in [2], this module is required for modification of key to increase
the overall performance. However, since this module is directly not connected with the kP multiplication, we are
not considering this module in the analysis of optimization.
Figure 3 describes the register details of the implemented architecture. Due to the use of projective coordinates,
extra registers are required for storing Z1 and Z2 . As a whole, 12 registers are required for implementing addition
including 4 intermediate registers as decided in Section 3.1. Multiplexers MC0 and MC1 are used for selecting the
input to choose from ALU output or ROM (which holds the value of initial point P1 ). Another three multiplexers
M01, M02, M03 are used to select input for Arithmetic Logic Unit from registers.
Figure 4 describes the architecture of the ALU of this design based on the identified modules in Section 3.2. It
is having five inputs from the register file and two outputs corresponding to two parallel operation sequences as
mentioned. One multiplication is done in each step for the efficient use of single ALU and the addition operation is
done in parallel in order to save clock-cycle. Outputs of MUXA and MUXB are the inputs to the multiplier block.
Depending of the selection of MUXD, output of the multiplier block (data of bus ALU C1 ) is either fetched as the
input of the power block and the output of power block directly goes to the bus C0 , else output of MUXC is stored
as data of bus ALU C0 . Then with the change of clock cycle, data of bus ALU C0 and ALU C1 are processed by the
register module. From this figure, again the possible data paths can be identified as shown in Table 4.
Since, delay of DP ath3 is much lesser than the other two paths due to the absence of multiplier, the critical
path of the design must consists of MuxA or MuxB, the multiplier and the power block along with the associated
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Figure 3: Register module of the processor
Table 4: Different possible functional paths
Path
DPath1
DPath2
DPath3

Submodules
M uxA → M ultiplier → M uxD → powerblock → M uxout
M uxB → M ultiplier → M uxD → powerblock → M uxout
M uxC → M uxout

multiplexer. We ensure that DP ath1 ≡ DP ath2 in terms of delay. In the next subsections, we shall compute the
overall delay and LUT requirement for the processor.

3.4

Delay Optimization of the ALU Unit

The overall ALU module is scheduled according to the algorithm 3 and finally the overall processor is scheduled
following the algorithm 1. In next subsections, we shall observe the detailed optimization of all submodules like
multiplication module and inverse module.
3.4.1

Optimization of the Multiplier

For field multiplication in this processor, hybrid Karatsuba multiplier with sub-quadratic complexity is used. The
multiplier which is the most critical block, can be modelled based on the parameters of the underlying algorithm.
Hybrid Karatsuba multiplier is the mingle of both general and simple Karatsuba multiplier. General Karatsuba
multiplier [6] is better for maximum utilization of LUT for smaller bits. On the other hand, Simple Karatsuba is
beneficial for minimizing gate counts for higher bits. To ensure both the advantages, General Karatsuba is used
when m ≤ 29, else Simple Karatsuba is used. In General Karatsuba multiplier, the m-bit multiplicands A(x) and
B(x) are divided into Ah , Al and Bh and Bl respectively:
A(x)

= Ah .xm/2 + Al
m/2

B(x)

= Bh .x

C(x)

=

(3)

+ Bl

(4)

(Ah .xm/2 + Al )(Bh .xm/2 + Bl )

= Ah .Bh .xm + (Ah .Bl + Al .Bh ).xm/2
+Al .Bl .

(5)
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Figure 4: ALU of BEC processor

Figure 5: Hybrid Karatsuba multiplier tree
Delay calculation for multiplier: An m-bit Hybrid Karatsuba multiplier is used for multiplication in this design.
The Karatsuba multiplier in turn calls school-book multiplier [11]. The delay associated with τ -bit schoolbook
multiplier is Dsbmultiplier and it is expressed as logk 2τ [13] for a k-input LUT based device.
Total delay associated with the multiplier is equal to height of the tree plus logk 2τ , i.e. log(m/τ ) + logk 2τ .
From the above relation, it is clear that with fixed field(m) and LUT device(k), τ is the main tuner of the delay
equation. According to the FPGA property and previous experimental results [11], the threshold for Karatsuba
multiplier has been chosen at τ = 29 for this m = 233-bit multiplier, as this threshold gives the best performance.
After performing analysis on multiplier, in the next subsection delay analysis of inverse module will be performed.
3.4.2

Optimization of the Inverse Module

Projective to affine conversion is necessary to generate the final result after the scalar point multiplication. ItohTsujii algorithm is one of the known algorithms for calculation of multiplicative inverse and it works on the basis of
Fermat’s little theorem as shown in the following equation:
a−1 = a2

m

−2

.

(6)

The recursive relation for calculating multiplicative inverse in [12] is:
k

j

βk+j (a) = βj 2 βk = βk 2 βj

(7)

where βk+j (a) ∈ GF (2m ) and βk (a) = βk . In [11] it is clearly shown that Multiplicative inverse of a ∈ GF (2233 ) can
be expressed as, a−1 = (α232 (a))2 . Hence, it is clear that a field multiplier block is necessary for the implementation
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of the inversion algorithm. From Figure 6 again it is observed that the multiplication and inversion operations are
not executed in parallel, hence for the optimized design, same field multiplier is reused in inversion.
Finally, input of a quad block (qin) raises the input to its power of n, for powerblock [11] of size n. Cascaded
blocks can raise the input to the power of n2 , n3 , ...n14 etc. Then, the quad selection line (qsel) controls which of
the raised inputs will pass to the output (qinqsel ) with the formation of addition chain. Selecting the proper length
of addition chain, number of clock pulses can be minimized [2].
Delay calculation for the inversion block: The inversion block typically consists of multiplexer and power block.
The power block is basically the collection of us number of cascaded 2n circuits. Let the total delay of the quad
block is DInvblk , which is dependent on power block delay(D2n ) and multiplexer delay (DM ux ).
DInvblk = us D2n + DM ux .

(8)

Further, delay of the hardware largely depends on LUTs present in the design. Hence, in the next subsection we
shall discuss about how the number of LUTs present can be theoretically estimated from the design parameters and
how the LUTs are attributing to the delay of the design. As explained in [13], the delay D2n is computed based on
the LUT requirement of the 2n circuit.

LUT Requirement Analysis
Performance of any design on an FPGA domain largely depends on the physical device delays of the FPGA components. Look up table (LUT) based FPGA is a popular architecture in which the basic programmable logic block is
a k-input LUT, which can implement any Boolean function of up to k-variables and is largely proportional to the
delay.
The total number of LUTs required to implement an equation depends on the number of variables present in the
equation, i.e a k-input LUT can handle a function of k variable. The total number of k input LUTs for a function
with x variables can be approximated as [13],

if x ≤ 1;

 0

1
if 1 ≤ x ≤ k;
lut(x) =
x−k
c
+
2
if
x > k and (k − 1) - (x − k) ;
b


 k−1
x−k
if x > k and (k − 1)|(x − k).
k−1+2
As explained in [13], the delay based on LUT requirement is dlogk xe. In subsequent sections, we shall discuss how
this delay affects overall processor performance.

LUT Analysis of Inverse Module
The output of this power circuit is d = An .a and A is m ∗ m square matrix representation in GF (2m ) and a is the
m-bit input to the power circuit. Any bit of d, di can be computed as the XOR of elements present in a and the
LUT requirement is computed as:
LU T2n =

n−1
X

lut(di )

(9)

0

and the delay is computed as:
D2n = M ax(LU T delay of di ) (0 ≤ i ≤ (m − 1)).

(10)

So the entire delay of the power block is:
DInvblk = us D2n + blogk (us + log2 us )c.

(11)

From Equation (11), it is clear that critical parameters for this equation are the cascade number (us ) and the
power of the power block (n), hence the design is tunable on the basis of these two parameters.

3.5

Final Delay Computation of the Overall Processor

As explained in Section 3.4.2, LUT requirement and LUT based delay are dependent on the variables handled.
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The total LUT requirement of the total design is the summation of the LUT requirements for the submodules.
Specifically, for this BEC processor,
Total LUT

=

LU Tmultiplier + LU TInvblock
+LU Tmultiplexers .

(12)

For a m-bit hybrid Karatsuba multiplier, the total LUT requirement is [13]:
LU Thkmul (m)

=

2LU Thkmul (bm/2c + LU Thkmul
(dm/2 + (2m − 1)e).

From [11], the threshold τ = 29 is experimentally determined. Below this threshold, genaral Karatsuba multipliers
and above this threshold, school book multipliers give the better performance, as shown in the Karatsuba multiplier
tree in Figure 5.
The LUT requirement for the schoolbook multiplier is:
LU Tsbmul = 2

τ
−1
X

lut(2i) + lut(2τ ).

i=1

For any multiplexer with s-selection lines, LUT requirement for handling (2s + s) variable is lut(2s + s). Further,
for m-bit variable, the total number LUTs are:
LU TM U X = m ∗ lut(2s + s).
Finally, the total LUTs for multiplexers in the ALU are:
LU TAluM ux

= LU TM uxA + LU TM uxB + LU TM uxC
+LU TM uxD + LU TM uxOut .

(13)

For the rest of the processor:
LU TOtherM U X

= LU TM C0 + LU TM C1 + LU TM 01
+LU TM 02 + LU TM 03 .

(14)

From Equation (13), MUXA and MUXB are with 3 selection lines, MUXC is with 2 selection lines and 4-inputs and
MUXD and MUXOut are with 2-inputs and single selection line. In Equation (14), MC0 and MC1 are of 2 inputs
and the rest are of 4 input lines. The effective LUT requirement is computed with the above equations.
The final delay computation is associated with the delay of multiplexers, ALU and power block. Any 2s ∗ 1 MUX
can be represented as a function of 2s + 1 variables.
DM U X = maxlutpath(2s + s).
Now, considering k = 4 for 4-input LUT design (as the platform of the design is V irtex4 with 4-input LUT),
DM U XA

=

log4 (23 + 3)

DReduction

=

log4 (2) = 0.5

DM U XC

=

log4 (21 + 1).

All the above delays are summed up with the delays of multiplier and inversion block. Final delay can be computed
as,
D = 10.895 + (D2n ∗ us + log4 (us + log2 us )).
(15)
3.5.1

Clock Cycle Requirement Analysis

The main challenge of modelling such architecture is to consider both the clock-cycle and the area requirement as
the design parameters. An ideal design should have minimum clock-cycle requirement and also lower area. But,
both the requirements are contradictory, as the clock pulse minimization requires higher hardware support which
eventually increases the area. For this design, fast multiplication is prioritized in this design and area is optimized
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as far as possible. If the total length of the key is l and the Hamming distance is h, then the total number of clock
pulses required is:
Number of clock pulses

=

3 + 25(l − 1) + 25(h − 1)
+inversion clocks.

(16)

From the scheduling criteria mentioned in Table 3, 3 clock pulses are required for initialization and rest for the steps
of unified addition algorithm. The inversion clocks are mainly dependent on the structure of inversion module, the
power(n) and the number of cascades(us ). With increase of n and us , it is expected that the clock cycle requirement
will decrease, but the LUT requirement will increase simultaneously. Hence, for the ideal performance there should
be a balance between these two parameters.
Table 5: Comparison of area-delay product for various cascades
Powerblock

LUT

LUT Delay

Clock-cycle

2

Cascade
Number
17

34728

18.39

7268

Performance
[Normalized]
0.025

3

1

36885

14.99

7342

0.028

Another important issue in case of considering the total clock-cycle is that, we have considered half of the bits in
233-bit key as 1 and no consecutive ones are considered to get the advantage of ternary representation as mentioned
in [2]. But, the initial 233 clock pulses required for converting the 233-bit key to its ternary form are taken into
consideration. Hence, in actual scenario as the number of consecutive ones increase in the key, there will be always a
probability of decreasing total number of required clock pulses and the design will be faster depending on the choice
of key.

4

Analysis of the Result

So far we have discussed about the tunable parameters and how they are affecting the delay and the timing requirements. In this section, we analyze how this tuning can improve the overall performance. By performance, we mean
a well defined parameter and it is defined as the following relation:
Performance =

1
.
LU T ∗ Delay ∗ ClockCycles

Next, we have obtained the LUT requirement, delay and the clock cycle for different combinations of n and
us based on the Equations (12), (15). Further, the parameter Performance is computed with these parameters for
different n and us . Among these values, the design with quad circuit of 17 cascades requires minimum LUT but
octet circuit with single cascade requires least number of clock cycles. These two critical observations are listed in
Table 5. Further, design with octet gives the better performance compared to other designs. Hence, the design is
actually implemented in hardware in Virtex4 FPGA platform. Total area requirement of this design in terms of gate
count is 255, 523 and 4 input LUT requirement is 37034. The design is synthesized at 73MHZ frequency and total
time requirement is .12ms.

4.1

Comparison with Previous Works

In this section, we compare the optimized design with some existing BEC processors. According to present literature,
the known implementations are in [2, 8, 9]. But, the first two designs are ASIC implementations of BEC and both
are optimized for low area consumption. On the contrary, our design is for FPGA platform and comparatively larger
number of registers are used to make the design faster. In the previous two implementations, the cost of sequential
multiplication and addition is digit size dependent and it is 163/d, where d is the digit size. In FPGA designs,
parallel implementation of addition and multiplication in every clock cycle is the main reason behind the increase of
speed.
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In the Table 6, a comparative study is given with the design explained in [9] and [8]. But, the most important
comparison is in between the design explained in [2] and the work explained in this paper as both are in the same
FPGA platform.
For better comparison, a scaling factor is multiplied with the slice and required time as mentioned in [11], The
number of slices hold a quadratic relationship, hence the factor is considered as (233/m)2 and the scaling factor for
time is 233/m. Since, the implementations mentioned in [9] and [8], both are in ASIC(.13µ technology) and the
working frequencies are also largely different, we have considered the area time product as a measure of comparison.
Table 6 shows this optimized design gives a better area-time product compared to the FPGA implementation in
paper [2] also.
Table 6: Comparison of BEC processor implementations in ASIC and FPGA platform

5

Work

Platform

Field

Scaled
area

[m]
163

Area
[Gate
count]
13,427

Design
in [9]
Design
in [8]
Work in [2]
This work

ASIC

Frequency

Time

ASIC

163

FPGA
FPGA

233
233

Scaled
Time

27254

[HZ]
400K

[ms]
149.50

213.79

Area-Time
Product
[GigaUnit]
5.8

14,992

30229

5M

101.00

144.37

4.3

240,064
255523

240,064
255523

47.4M
73.0M

.19
.12

.19
.12

0.04
0.03

Power Profile Analysis

As mentioned earlier, the BEC processor is based on unified addition and doubling laws. In general, irregular, key bit
dependent, faster scalar multiplication algorithms like Double and Add algorithm are prone to side-channel attacks
(SCA) as the addition and doubling operations should be handled separately. But, the scalar multiplication operation
of BEC processor is expected to be simple side channel attack preventive due to this unified nature. In this section,
we first explain the FSM of the design to describe the key bit dependant operations and then the detailed analysis
of the power profiles.

5.1

FSM of the Design

The functionality of the processor is explained based on the FSM as shown in Figure 6. Initial 3 states (from Init1
to Init3) are for initialization. In these states, values of X-coordinates and Y -coordinates of P are loaded from
ROM to register. Next, state Add1 to state Add25 are for the unified addition ( or doubling)according to projective
addition formula, which requires 21 general multiplications and 4 multiplications with field parameters d1 and d2 .
Since BEC is strongly unified, same states are used for both addition and doubling. The addition and doubling is
done on the basis of most significant bit(MSB) and (M SB − 1) of the key. If key [M SB : M SB − 1] is 00, then only
doubling is required. If key [M SB : M SB − 1] = 01 or 11, addition is required along with doubling. In case of key
[M SB : M SB − 1] = 11, as it stands for −1, (x, y) is required to be replaced by −(x, y). According to the property
of the curve, −(x, y) equivalent to (y, x). This change is also incorporated in FSM as well as the design. From the
FSM, it is clear that same steps of operations are executed for both addition and doubling. This will reduce the
chance of power leakage from key-bit dependant operations.

5.2

Analysis on Obtained Power Traces

In [3], we have explained the detailed method of power profile analysis for BEC processor. Here, we apply the same
method on the modelled BEC processor to check if it is truly side channel attack preventive. As mentioned in [3],
we add the modified key modification module, which has already proven to be simple side channel attack preventive.
Further, we applied different keys like key with all one bits, key with all zero bits, key with alternative all zero and
all one and finally different random keys. For each of these cases, the obtained power profiles are almost identical
and do not reveal any information regarding the key bits.
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Figure 6: FSM of the design
Figure 7: Power profile for the chosen key

Figure 8: Power profile for the all one bit key

Figure 7 shows the power profile with a random key resembles with Figure 8 of power profile with key of all one
bits. The similarity proves that the modified processor is truly simple side channel attack preventive, since there is
no leakage of key related information from the power profiles.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have made an effort to model the FPGA implementation of BEC processor to obtain optimized
parameters. Initially, the tunable parameters are identified and optimized to obtain the final design. With proper
power analysis, we have shown that the modelled processor is truly simple side channel attack preventive. According
to our synthesis result, this design is faster and more generalized approach compared to the previous ASIC and FPGA
implementations of BEC. Further, such optimization approaches help the designer to directly obtain the optimized
design in terms of area and delay, rather than working with any arbitrary parameters.
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Abstract
The survey and analysis of Mobility Models and Network Simulators for Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANET) is still
hard to endure for the researcher’s community over decades. This paper will provide an in-depth survey for the
researchers doing research in Mobility Models and Simulators of Vehicular Adhoc Networks. The purpose of the paper is
to describe the various Mobility Models suitable for VANET and the Network simulators to simulate the Vehicular
Adhoc Networks which will be worthwhile to propose a new mobility model of Vehicular Adhoc Networks. In this
paper, we have proposed a new Mobility Model suitable for the developing countries with the features of existing
mobility Model of VANET.
Keywords: Mobility Models; Network Simulators; Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANET).

1 Introduction
The main theme of this research survey is to generate a structure of a vehicular mobility model based on the accessible
research survey by the government to provide a comfort to passengers. For example, the Ministry of Road Transport and
highways, India, had been published a survey on road accidents and causes of Road accidents. The causes of road
accidents are pedestrian fault, Defect in the condition of motor Cycle, Road damage, Weather condition, Cyclist fault,
Drivers fault etc. In Figure 1, Based upon the survey taken by Ministry of Road Transports and Highways, The road
accidents caused due to drivers fault is 79 percent approximately. A VANET is a wireless network which is a particular
form of MANET. It does not have a strict restriction in power, processing and storage capacities like MANET [4]. It can
access to the fixed infrastructure is always possible as Roadside station (RSS). Each vehicle moves according to a Road
Network Pattern [3] and not at random like MANET. Several Routing protocols originally defined for MANETs have
been adapted to VANETs such as AODV, DSR, DSDV, TORA etc.
In future, we can expect that vehicles will be equipped with the maximum number of wireless devices. It affords safety
and comfort to passengers. It does not rely on any central administration for providing communication. The practical
applications of VANET are commercial, access to Internet, notification, etc. Communication will be provided by OnBoard Division (OBD) in built in the Vehicle and Road-Side Station (RSS) Infrastructure. These Components [15] of
On-Board Unit are Event Data Recorder (EDR), Unique Identification Number (UIN), Global Positioning System (GPS),
Sensors to detect obstacles and Special Devices used to provide Communication.
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Figure 1 : Causes of Road accidents 2012, published by Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, India

2 Related Works
Most of the researchers simulate the VANET Mobility Models in simulators with some desirable parameters of the
vehicle like speed, time, distance etc.
Stefan Krau et al proposed a Krauss model [11] for car tracking represent the variations of the velocity, the minimum
stopping distance has to be maintained by the drivers regard to the vehicle that precedes them to avoid shocks or collision.
Peter Wagner proposed a Wagner Model [17] with the purpose of introducing the two characteristics of the human
driving. 1) The driver usually plans the future event while they drive. 2) The people use the type of control exercise over
their vehicle while they drive, i.e. discrete in a time, act in certain times according to driver situation.
Kerner defines the three phase traffic theory [10] which divides the vehicular traffic in three phases. 1. Free flowing: In
this state, the vehicles will be moving without any congestion traffic. 2. Synchronized flow: Vehicles will be circulating
with the synchronized speed. 3. Wide congestion: In this state, the vehicles will be moved with almost wide congestion
and the velocity is almost zero.
Treiber et al. proposed an Intelligent Driving Model [16] (IDM) in which the acceleration of the vehicle depends upon
the factors like own acceleration, the acceleration of the surrounding vehicles, the distance towards the precedent vehicles
apart from its own acceleration.
Maldonado et al. compared the routing protocols [12] for vehicular ad hoc networks determined by the Network Routing
Load. Abbas and Khader [1] proposed a Dynamic Transition Mobility Model for VANET to describe the movement
pattern of vehicles and data transmission between vehicles using NCTUns5.0 tool.
Davis proposed a City Section Mobility Model [5] in which the roads are considered to be bi-directional and single-lane
roads. The security distance will be maintained between the vehicles. This model introduces the principles of Random
Way-Point Model [14] that the vehicles select the random destination over the grid and move towards it with the constant
speed to reach the destination. Once its reach the destination, it repeats the process.
Harri et al. [7] described a Framework for Realistic Vehicular Mobility Models with certain building blocks. He states
the framework of VANET had been macroscopically and microscopically [8]. The inter-distance between the car,
overtaking, braking due to an obstacles, indication of braking etc. revealed the microscopic level. The traffic densities
and the speed flows in the network stated the macroscopic level. He states the framework with four main blocks. They
are Motion constraints, Traffic Generator, Time patterns and External Influences. The motion constraint defines the
parameters of the vehicles in mobility. The motion constraints of the vehicles are neighbor vehicles, pedestrians,
obstacles, speed- breakers, streets, buildings etc. The traffic generator discussed the inter-distance between the car,
overtaking, braking due to an obstacle, indication of braking, breaking due to a sudden shocks or collision etc. The time
pattern defines a various mobility of the vehicles at various times. The last block explains the external influences such as
the communication between the vehicles, communication protocols etc.
To generate the Vehicular Mobility Models, these four ultimate blocks is necessary for the researchers. Certainly, the
parameters of the blocks can be rehabilitated affording to different places i.e. where the suggested mobility model works.
The objective of the paper is to find the traffic solution for the developing countries. Hence, to achieve this, the
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parameters of the blocks must be chosen accordingly.
Harri et al. framework [7] had been extended with additional external influences which should be realistic for developing
countries. A mobility model should be constructed with the building blocks like motion constraints, Time patterns,
External influences, and the traffic generator.
The following specifics had been considered in generation of Mobility Model [7].
Topological Maps: The traces of streets, Roads or several real data are acquired from the topological maps.
Obstacles: The obstacles should be involved in the motion constraints as parameters. The neighbor vehicles, streets,
buildings, speed breakers, trees, traffic signals are considered to be an obstacle.
Attraction points: Every vehicle has a source and the destination points. The destination points are called attraction points
if the destination point is same always for a particular vehicle. The office is an attraction point.
Repulsion Points: Every vehicle has a source and the destination points. The Source points are called repulsion points.
The home is a repulsion point.
Multilane: The road can be a multilane.
Speed Constraints: The speed constraints are the vehicles speed, behavior or speed of the neighbor vehicle etc.

3 Comparisons of Mobility Models
In Table 1, the assessment of Mobility Models based on the references evidently revealed to choose the traffic simulator
based mobility model with the less complexity. Researchers can able to generate the Mobility Models with Traffic-based
simulator models. The simulation of these Mobility Models is assumed to be valid. Researchers can compare the
movement pattern generated by a traffic simulator is same as like the other one. For e.g., the traces created by a CORSIM
traffic simulator should be identical as like CORSIM simulator. These trace file can be generated from the graphical
softwares like NSG2 and can be used by the Network simulator. The Mobility Models has been categorized into 4 types:
1) Synthetic Models [6];
2) Survey–based Models;
3) Real Time Trace–based;
4) Traffic – Simulator Based.
Mobility Model

Motion Constraints

Time Patterns

Topological
Maps
Map
Obstacles

External Influences

Traffic Generator

Accidents Impact

Car Behavior

Temporary road
works

Vehicle characters

Attraction Points
Repulsion points
poPoingts
Multilane

Traffic Diversion

Speed Constraints

City Rail works

Bridge works

Pedestrian Road
Crossing
(Obstacles)

Trip Motion
Path Motion

Human Driving
Behavior

Figure 2: Structure of mobility model with additional external Influences [7]
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Table 1: Comparison of mobility models [7, 8, and 3]
Model / Characteristics

Synthetic Models [15]/
Mathematical based

Survey –based Models/

Types
Stochastic Mobility Models – random flow
of vehicles [7]
Traffic stream models – It is a
hydrodynamic phenomenon
Car following Model – movement patterns
based on vehicles ahead
Queue Models – First in First out pattern.
Behavior model –Based on Social
influences

UDeL Mobility Model [18] – movement
pattern generation based on the survey
provided by U.S department of Labor.

Survey – based

Examples

Random Waypoint Mobility Model
[13]
Weighted Waypoint Mobility
Model [9]

UDel Mobility Model
Agenda-based Mobility Model

Agenda –based Mobility Model [18] –
Based on vehicular traffic statistics

Real Time Trace – based

Wheels Project – for Highway section
Dieselnet – for bus system
Cabspotting project – for call taxi
movement patterns

CrawDAD
UMASSDieselnet
Cabspotting
MIT Reality Mining Trace –based
Models/
USC MobiLib

PARAMICS
CORSIM
Traffic – Simulator Based

PARAMICS Traffic simulator models
delivers a realistic demonstration of the
"friction" to traffic flow instigated by
pedestrians
CORSIM used to simulate larger traffic
networks

VISSIM
TRANSSIMS
SUMO [2]
NS2
Advantages;
Validated Traces
Not more complex
The purchase of license is available
for the use of Traffic simulators

4 Proposed Mobility Model with Additional External Influences for Developing Countries
In Figure 2, the road traces or the street traces should be constructed with the external influences which could be works in
developing countries, the traffic pattern generator should be created in the mobility model with the parameters like car
behavior and human driving patterns [7].

5 Mobility Model And Network Simulator
The generated Mobility Models should be implemented in three approaches. 1) Isolated Mobility model; 2) Embedded
Mobility Model; 3) Federated Mobility Model.
5.1 Isolated Mobility Model

In Figure 4, The Vehicular traces generated by a traffic simulator should be feed into the Network simulator for the
communication implementation is known as Isolated Mobility Model. In Figure 3, the vehicular traces generated by the
vehicular traffic generator are called Open Street Maps (OSM). These OSM will be embedded into the network simulator
for the communication.
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Figure 3: Open street map of Chennai city, India generated by OSM Traffic simulator software [7]

Figure 4: Isolated mobility model and network simulator [7, 13]
5.2 Embedded Mobility Model
This mobility model is differs from isolated, that it is never separated from Network Simulator. Some of the traffic
generator embedded with network simulator too. In Figure 5, the traffic simulator is always interacting with the network
simulator as an interface.

Figure 5: Embedded mobility model and network simulator [7, 13]
Mobility model interacts more with network simulator can use this mobility model. For example, TRANSLite traffic
generator deals with SUMO configuration file to generate traces and to perform simulation. MoVes are also an embedded
Mobility model generates vehicular traces and also contains the network simulator. Simulation for Urban Mobility is a
network traffic simulator suitable for Vehicular Adhoc Networks. It is an Open source designed to handle large road
networks. It is licensed under General public License (GPL). It allows to simulate how a given traffic flow consists of
vehicles move through a given road network with effective simulation.
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Figure 6: Simulation of urban mobility model [15]
In Figure 6, the SUMO binaries are required to generate and visualize the route. In Figure 7, TRANSLITE traffic
simulator is used to generate network files, cropping an existing network, Mobility file generation, Route generation with
edges and visualizing the vehicular traces.
5.3 Federated Mobility Model:
The interaction between the two embedded Mobility Models is known as Federated Mobility Model. The CORSIM
simulator or VANETMOBISIM interacts with the QUALNET simulator, also known as the Federated Simulations
Development Kit (FDK), with the feedback
messages of both network simulators and Vehicular Mobility Models. The traces of Simulator SUMO can be extracted
using interpreter and the same will be feed into Network simulator NS2.

Figure 7: TRANSLite simulator implementation [15, 16]
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Figure 8: Generation of grid map using VANETMOBISIM simulator Implementation
In Figure 8, the vehicular road network traces of grid map have been generated using VANETMobiSim Network
simulator. The generated traces can be loaded for the simulation purpose. VanetMobiSim is an open source, wellorganized, large scale, interoperable and configurable traffic simulator for accurate vehicular simulations. It was
developed at the Institute of Telematics at the University of Karlsruhe.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, the various Mobility Models such as Synthetic Mobility Models, Survey-based Mobility Models, Trace–
based Mobility Models and Traffic simulator based Mobility Models has been compared in different views. The
different Network Simulators such as SUMO Simulation of Urban Mobility, VANETMOBISIM, and TRANSLite has
been analyzed and implemented. Thus the survey helps us to propose and simulate a mobility model of VANET with an
enhanced Routing protocol using NS2.
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Abstract
Parallel job scheduling has long been an important research issue for high-performance computing (HPC). Most modern
parallel application programs can be written with a good property called moldable which allows parallel programs to
have the flexibility of exploiting different parallelisms for execution. Some previous research has developed adaptive
processor allocation methods for moldable jobs to improve the overall performance of HPC systems. Recently, the
concept of HPC as a Service (HPCaaS) was proposed to bring the traditional HPC field into the era of cloud computing.
For HPCaaS systems, scheduling jobs with deadline efficiently becomes a crucial issue. This paper explores the issues of
scheduling moldable jobs with deadline, which has not received enough research attention yet. We propose and evaluate
three possible dynamic scheduling approaches for online moldable jobs with deadline.
Keywords: High-performance computing; Moldable; Online scheduling.

1. Introduction
High performance computing (HPC) has long been a very important field for solving large-scale and complex
scientific and engineering problems. However, accessing and running applications on HPC systems remains tedious,
limiting wider adoption and user population [1]. As cloud computing emerges, which emphasizes easier and efficient
access to IT infrastructure, recently the concept of HPC as a Service [1] was proposed to transform HPC facilities and
applications into a more convenient and accessible service model.
To achieve that goal, one of the necessary works is to develop advanced parallel job scheduling methods for improving
system efficiency and user satisfaction. Efficient scheduling of moldable jobs is a promising direction. Moldable [14] is a
good property of parallel jobs which allows the jobs to decide the number of processors to use right before their
execution. This flexibility provides a great potential for HPC systems to improve their job execution efficiency through
appropriate jobs scheduling approaches. Most modern parallel application programs could be elaborately designed to
have the moldable property. Therefore, moldable job scheduling becomes an important research issue for HPC systems.
Some previous research has proposed several adaptive processor allocation methods for dealing with this issue [8, 9, 10,
11].
Scheduling jobs with deadline is an important research topic in many fields. For HPCaaS, submitting jobs with
deadline would be an inevitable and desirable user requirement. Job scheduling with deadline has received much research
attention in the literature [7, 15, 16]. However, most of the research work deals with rigid jobs [14]. Few attentions have
been paid on moldable jobs with deadline. Since moldable jobs would account for an important proportion in modern
HPC systems, we explore the issues of efficient online scheduling for moldable jobs with deadline in this paper.
We propose three possible dynamic scheduling approaches for online moldable jobs with deadline. The proposed
approaches were evaluated with a series of simulation experiments. The experimental results indicate that careful
selection of scheduling approaches is important and different moldable job scheduling approaches can lead to large
performance difference.
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2. Related works
Parallel job scheduling and allocation has long been an important research topic [3, 4, 13]. For rigid jobs [14],
backfilling job scheduling approaches have been proposed to improve system performance [2, 5]. For moldable jobs [14],
previous research [11] has shown potential performance improvement achieved by adaptive processor allocation. The
proposed adaptive processor allocation methods in [11] dynamically determine the number of processors to allocate just
before job execution according to the amount of current available resources and job queue information.
In [8, 9], Srinivasan et al. proposed a schedule-time aggressive fair-share strategy for moldable jobs, which adopts a
profile-based allocation scheme. This strategy thus needs to have the knowledge of job execution time. Sun et al.
proposed an adaptive scheduling approach for malleable jobs with periodic processor reallocations based on parallelism
feedback of the jobs and allocation policy of the system in [10].
In [1], AbdelBaky et al. proposed the concept of HPC as a Service, aiming to transform traditional HPC resources
into a more convenient and accessible service. They focused on the issues related to elastic provisioning and dynamic
scalability, which are concerned in malleable jobs [14]. In this paper, we focus on the moldable property [14] in most
modern parallel applications.
There are many research works in the literature discussing the issues of scheduling jobs with deadline [7, 15, 16].
However, most of the research work deals with rigid jobs. Few attentions have been paid on moldable jobs with deadline.
In [6], Saule et al. proposed a moldable EDF method to schedule parallel jobs with deadline using the well-known
Earliest Deadline First (EDF) heuristic. However, deadline is not the focus in [6] and the moldable EDF method was
actually proposed to deal with optimizing the stretch of moldable jobs without deadline. In this paper, we explore the
issues of efficient online scheduling for moldable jobs with deadline.

3. Dynamic Scheduling Approaches
In this section we propose three dynamic scheduling approaches for moldable jobs with deadline. The approaches
are based on the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) heuristic [6], but differ in how they handle the jobs in queue if the first job
cannot meet the deadline with currently available processors. For all the three approaches, when jobs are submitted to the
queue, they are sorted in a non-decreasing order of their deadlines. The job scheduler then repeatedly tries to allocate
each job according to the sequence in queue. Each time the scheduler gets the first job in queue, which has the earliest
deadline at that moment. The scheduler then checks whether the first job can meet its deadline with currently available
processors or not. If not, the scheduler can take different actions to deal with the situation, leading to different scheduling
approaches. In this section, we investigate three possible approaches for handling such situation.
In the first approach (Algorithm 1), if the first job cannot meet the deadline with currently available processors, it is
simply discarded and marked as missed before the scheduler proceeds to the next job in queue. The approach is described
in detailed in the following Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1
1: i = the index of 1st job in queue
2: np= number of free processors
3: While(queue is not empty and np>0)
4: {
5: for(int k=1;k<=np;k++)
6: {
7:
Calculate the expected finish time of job i with k processors
8:
if(job i meets the deadline)
9:
break; //break to execute the job
10:
else
11:
Delete job i from the queue
12: }
13: i = next job in queue
14: }
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It is possible that a job cannot meet the deadline under currently available processors, but would become able to
meet deadline later because of more available processors due to resource release by currently running jobs. Taking this
into consideration, we propose the second dynamic scheduling approach (Algorithm 2) which keeps the first job in queue
for later re-checking when it cannot meet the deadline at the moment and proceeds to handle other jobs in queue. The
first job will be re-considered in the future scheduling activities when some running jobs finish and release occupied
resources. Algorithm 2 in the following describes the approach in details.

Algorithm 2
1: i = the index of 1st job in queue
2: np= number free processors
3: While(queue is not empty and np>0)
4: {
5: for(int k=1;k<=np;k++)
6: {
7:
Calculate the expected finish time of job i with k processors
8:
if(job i meets the deadline)
9:
break; //break to execute the job
10:
else
11:
if (the current time >= deadline(i) )
12:
Delete job i from queue
13: }
14: i = next job in queue
15: }
In the second approach, the scheduler would proceed to handle other jobs in queue when the first job cannot meet
the deadline with currently available processors. This arrangement allows out-of-order execution and has the potential to
improve resource utilization. However, out-of-order execution runs the risk of raising the probability of missing deadline
for the first job. Therefore, in the following we propose the third approach which is a compromise between the first and
the second approaches. In this approach, when the first job cannot meet the deadline with currently available processors,
the scheduler will check whether future resource releases by current running jobs would allow the job to meet its deadline.
If yes, the first job would be kept in queue. However, unlike in the second approach, out-of-order execution is not
allowed in this approach in order to ensure that the first job can meet the deadline finally. On the other hand, if the result
of the checking is no, the first job would be simply deleted just like in the first approach. In the following, Algorithm 3
describes this approach in details.

Algorithm 3
1: i = the index of 1st job in queue
2: np= number of free processors
3: While(queue is not empty and np>0)
4: {
5: for(int k=1;k<=np;k++)
6: {
7:
Calculate the expected finish time of job i with k processors
8:
if(job i meets the deadline)
9:
break; //break to execute the job
10:
else
11:
if (checkEnd(i)==0 )
12:
Delete job i from queue
13:
else
14:
return
15: }
16: }
17: Procedure checkEnd(i )
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Sort the running jobs in a non-decreasing order of their expected finish time;
Tfinish = the expected finish time of the first running job
While( Tfinish < deadline(i) and not all running jobs been checked)
{
np = np + releaseNp
Calculate the expected finish time of job i with np processors
if(job i meets its deadline)
return 1
Tfinish = the expected finish time of the next running job
}
return 0 // not found

4. Performance Evaluation
To evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed approaches, we conducted a series of simulation
experiments assuming a 128-processor cluster based on a public workload log on SDSC’s SP2 [12]. The deadline of each
job is given according to the following formula.

D( i ) = Tsub(i) + k * Texec(1,i)

(1)

where i is the index of jobs; Tsub(i) is the submission time of job i; Texec(n, i) is execution time of job i with n
processors. k is a random number picked up within a specified range. We also introduced a parameter, called load, which
was used to adjust the system loading by multiplying it with the original job runtime in the workload log.
Figure 1 compares the deadline miss rate of the three proposed approaches under different levels of system load.
The results indicate that the third approach achieves the best performance and the performance improvement increases as
the system load grows. The second approach outperforms the first one when the system load is light, but becomes
ineffective as the system load increases.

Figure 1. Comparison of deadline miss rate (0 < k <= 1)
Figure 2 compares the three approaches according to another performance criterion: average turnaround time. When
the system load is light, the first approach leads to the shortest average turnaround. As the system load increases, the third
approach outperforms the other two approaches significantly, similar to the trend in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Average turnaround time ( 0 < k <= 1)
Figure 3 evaluate the proposed approaches with different k values. Smaller k values represent tighter deadline. In the
experiments, the parameter load was set to 5. The results indicate that the third approach can consistently outperform
other approaches significantly under different k values.

Figure 3. Deadline miss rate with different k values

5. Conclusions
This paper proposes and evaluates three possible dynamic scheduling approaches for online moldable jobs with
deadline. This is an important research issue for modern HPCaaS systems, but has not received enough research attention
yet. We compared and evaluated the proposed approaches through a series of simulation experiments with a public
workload log. The experimental results indicate that careful selection of scheduling approaches is important and different
moldable job scheduling approaches can lead to large performance difference. In general, the third approach outperforms
other approaches significantly, which means that considering possible resource releases in the future is a promising
direction, while out-of-order execution should be avoided although it can raise resource utilization.
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